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Army battles 
JERUSALEM (AP) -- whether the letter would 
Most Israeli cabinet reply directly to U.S. and (1 t t 'emons- ra -ors  ministers were reported E'gyptlan calls for resuming 
Sunday in favor of resuming negotiations, Israeli tele- 
peace-treaty negotiations vision said it would reject he 
with Egypt based on a U.S,- latest demands by Sadat, de- TEHRAN (AP) -- Ira- killed a reported 1,000 to failins, Grocery stores, 
proposed target date of late mends that have not been perial troops fired into the 2,000 Iranians this year. pharmacies and other shops 
19'/9 for moving toward made public, air and used tear gas in From'his base in ParLe, the were open Sunday, a normal 
PalesUninn autonomy iu Inadditlontotbe timetable battles, with thousands of exiled Ayatullah Khomalnl, working day in Iran. Tanker 
hrael/occupied Arab lands, qucetlm, Israel objects to 
The semi-offiHal IsraeLi Egyptian attempts to delete anti-shah demonstrators piritual eader of Iran's 32 trucks driven by soldiers 
radlosaid no formaldeclsion aclause that gives the treaty throughout the Iranian million Shlltes and symbol of instead of striking drivers 
was made at Sunday's priority over previous com- capital Sunday night, theanti-shahmovement~had kept gasoline stations 
cabinet meeting but meet mitmente Egypt made with Power went out in many called for ageneral strike in supplied. Banks remained 
ministers are inclined other.Arab countries. Israel areas of Tehran after the Iran beginning Saturday. dosed, apparently in fear of 
But the strike appeared to be attack by rioters. toward reopening talks in feels the treaty, as it stands ~!!::~': C. .{ '  V . ~ : I  ~~: i:~ ~ shooting started and the 
• , ": fighting continued in 
treatylinking an E yptisn.Israellto Palo tinlan s lf. commitsYenr°ld dofence peet thatEgypto h lp ~my ~!  : :~: : ,~~ ] ,  . . . . .  • employees hed warned they FLEE ING V IET  
rule through some kind of Arab country attacked by ~ ' : .  ~ ~:: .... ~: :~ o,~ ' .... would cut off electricity If 
• ~"~=~'~'~ ~ ' ~; • ~ i "  the sbah's troops opened fire REFUGEES D IE  timetable has been the Israel. + .~  ~ i~ ':!ii:i~i ::~ i ...... '~ 4 on protesters. 
major stamb~Ing block to a ' m ..... ~ ~ ' :~%r~ '~!:"~~ :~"~!~ .......... There were no immediate 
NOBEL + +o+o, -=. - , . .  countries. ~ .... Large groups of demon. KUALA LUMPUR northeast coast, where 
Egyptian President Anwar !. strators, many clad in white (AP) --  Two boats packed hundreds o~ refugees land 
Sudat has announced his PRIZE i shrouds signifying their withVietaamesa refugees daily. O ,  body was 
country's acceptance of the willingness to die, rallied in sank off Malaysia's recovered and seven U.S. target date proposal in a :! as many as 25 lecatiom in northeast coast and in the other persons were feared 
letter to President Carter. . the capital, officials Gulf of Thailand on drowned. The 46 sur- 
But ths Israells have balked ST ILL  i:! reported. Sunday, drowning at leant rivers were taken to refu-. 
at setting such firm ~.i The officials said at least 26 and sending the known gee contres. 
• guidelines, saying it might :Y  14 demonstrators have been death tell from such in- On Saturday, 139 
lead the Egyptians to GOES , ....... "~ . . . . .  killedincisshessinceFriday eidenta in the last two rofagees were drowned or 
abrogate the entire treaty if ~ :~  i .. ~ night, but opposition sources weeks past 350. were loBt and feared ead 
a timetable for Palostinian .... ~ claimed the toll is closer to Hundreds more after a boat that was 
autonomy is not met. OSLO (Reutor) -- ~'~ ~' ' • 70. More than 250 persons refugees lipped through refused permission to 
The U.S. proposal cells for Presentatlou of the 1978 • ! ~.. ~ ,, " + ..... have been arrested, stepped-up Malaysian land sank north of 
setting the end of 1979 as a Nobel Peace Prize will go , . . . . .  ~.' . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Before the night-time coastal patrols. There Mechang. Four more 
target date for moving ahead net  Sunday - ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  , /~i~ I toward Palostinlan self-rule despite the expected ~. demonstrations began, were more reports that survivors from that 
• ~ .... sporadic gunfire crackled etlmleCNnese, whomake wreck were found Sun. 
in the West Bank of the absence of Egyptian .: : ..,~. ~. ~i  i across this nervous city up most of the new day, 
Jordan River and the Gasa " President Anwar Sudat, /~.."~.:,~L~_~ following anight of rioting in arrivals, are buying their At Kuala Trengganu, in 
Strip. It also calls for thechairman of the Nobel ~! ~ : ~  ~i /. ... ~ which troops killed at least way out of Vietnam. the same region, police 
language in ' the treaty committee said Sunday. i[ ' five protesters and wounded At least 18 refugees threw a rope to a refnges preamble affirming the two 
Middle East countries' .~ it was announced ~ ~ ,~. 20 others. A general strike were drowned when their boat in rough surf and 
...... ' celled by Iran's exiled re. boat sank off the southern towed it ashore. Allt60 
PalcetinianC°mmitmentautonomy.t° eventualis, winnerSaturdaYwiththatlsraeliSadat'Primee°" ~ ~ : :/':~ .... ~ . llginus leader faltered. Thai city of Narthiwat, occupants landed safely, 
rael has accepted the Minister Menoehem ~ ~ ..... :::~ .. Anti.shahprotesterseircu. where they had been but po~ce said ono died of 
lated through downtown refused permission to a hesi't .attack as he 
preamble language but not Begin, will be AI Fabi, Northern Drugs manager, and Tanoot draw Tehran tying up traffic and land Saturday. Morethan reacbadahore.Nearly200 
the target, date Idea. represented by an aide . , .... .~ .  ....... , . . . .  . =:~ . taunting troops:" Soldiers. 300 swam~emhore;. Police rofagees,died there-Nov. 
La,t:weck.S~datsenta -iastend--of~aU~.the " ' d r a w n  firing into the air and said they may have 22when abe  at turned secret letter to Israeli Prime ceremony in person. 
i n n e r  $ ++,  rifle butts chased scuttled their boat. to back by police and 
Minister Mehaehem Begin Cormnittoe chairman them down streets and avoid having to sail on villagers sank. 
about he deadlocked talks. /ms Lionaes told alleyways, injuring several, and that the number of Growing hordes of 
Bagin began drafting a letter reporters the ceremony Officials of the city's dead may be ldgher sinco refugees drifting across 
Sunday in response, has always been held m Tenons, the mail's Ker- Brenda Nelson won a $11.50; E. George won a martiallaw government said no one is sure how many the South China Sea to 
Though government of- Dee. 10--auniversary of modebear, drew the winning Fisher Price lift and load Jontue gift set valued at the deaths occurred the boat carried. Malaysia are landing de- 
fleials refused to say the death of Mfred Nobel. tickets in the Northern depot valued at $22.95; $11.25;PamFransonwenan Saturday night when soldiers The other heat eank off spite government at- 60 INJURED Drags raffle in the Sknena Darlene Prins won a Old Spice set valued at $7.99 fired on a crowd that was Mechang on Malaysia's' tempts to stop them. 
Mall in Terrace on Friday. Papermate gift set valued at and L. Vanderkwank won a leaving a mosque after the 9 , 
Allpereons, uniessotherwise $22; G. Farina, of Kitimat, Brut 33 gift set valued at p.m. curfew. Anti- Train crash hsted' are from Terrace. won aClairolskinvention $6.99. government slngans blaring South African Beckie Maier won a $325 valued at $20 and Elnor Isabelle Durand won from loudspeakers on the 
'Ksan gold necklace; Myrtle Knoddel, of Kamloopo, won importedchocolate valued at mosque's roof incited the 
Laidlaw won Pentax assorted kitchen ware $7.95; Edith Lessen won 
k i l l e d  six crowd, which refused to blacks voting binoculars valued at $125; valued at $20. Rowntroe Black Magic no.2 disperse, the officials said. Jo-Anne New won a slow Nelda Orton won a Buxton valued at $8.95 and a Louise The crowd had been 
cooker v valued at $50 and ladies wallet valued at $14; Wingenback won a Rowntree praying at services marking 
SHIPMAN, Va. (AP) - -  A Virginia early Sunday, Claire Tcoms won a Chanel E. Farina, of Kitimat, won a Dairy Box no. 2 valued at Moharram, the emotiona129- 
passenger train jumped ~ six persons and in- no. 5 gift set valued at $39. Fidji gift ~et valued at $8.95. day Moslem mourning 
tracks on a curve and juring at least 60 others. A Brown won a stainless + period which began Satur. WINDHOEK (AP) --  election is held early next 
crashed into a ravine in Acook, NedHaynes, efAt- steel thermos valued at $35: @'ITH MURDER day. The opposition has Blacks in South African. year. 
mountainous southeentral lanta, Ga., was trapped for T. Birch, of Kitimat, won a celled for stepped-up demon, administered Namibia ren  . ~ - - , ~ . b ~ o , ~ .  Polaroid 1-step camera  nru'  program [d l~  smashed Southern Railways valued at $35; Fern Capllng the holy month a showdown the first tinge this week inan South-West Africa People's 
dining car. His legs were won a Mattel electronic period between Shah electi~ for a biracial leg- Organization (SWAPO), has JLdl M=J~ head charged ordered his followers to pinned beneath a stove and football game valued at $30 Mohammed Reza Palahvi ialature but key opposition disrupt he voting, claiming Ponti ,~ ,  used bulldozers to and Helen Appels won a and his foes. groups have called fo re  
peel back the side of the car Tceca decanter valued at There were reports of boycott of the polls, the election will be rigged 
and then lift tbe hcevy stove. $~3.95. rioting in the southern city of Five days of balloting either directly by  South 
Dr. Kenneth Wallenbarn, KINGMAN, Ariz. (AP) -- conspiracy and solicitation lsfahan, but no deaths were begin today. African government su. face - ~"~ " '+"= _._ +_  .Mavdav  Charles Dederieh, who to commit murder in a reported. Iranlanstadentein Oppositinn groups contend ~rvisorsm'hldlrectlybythe 
passengers, said Haynes turned his Symnon alcohol bizarre rattlosnake attack on Paris claimed at least two balloting is rigged to favor intimidating presence at 
suffered third.degree bums and drug rehabilitation Paul Morantz, 33, a Los studante died in dasbes with white-dominoted parties, polling booths of South fines anldsehostaedalomaehand said h program inte a religious Angeles lawyer. He was held pollco in Moshhad in nor- SuuthAfrica, meanwhile, SouthAfri=ntro°po'Abcut25'000African soldiers are 
a broken ankle and leg. O a t  cult, was arraigned Sunday in the hmpital's jail ward in thenstern Iron. signalled it is ready to go stationed in Namibia. 
Atlesstflveoftbaotherin- ' in a hospital on charges lieu of $500,000 bail. The military government along with United Nations 
jured were reported in ROME (AP) A Rome critical condition. HALIFAX CP . The connected with attempted banned public religious demands" for a later, UN- White-governed South 
-- rescue cworidinstion centre murder, authorities said. Dederich was arrested on process ions  dur ing  supervised election. Africa insists the election 
prosecutor  Saturday At the scene, snow mixed saidearlytndaya reportof a Dederieh, 65, was too a fugitive warrant Saturday Moharram and said it would will be fair and invited about 
domanded fines of nenrly $20 with rain was falling in near- missing 10 metre fishing drunk the previous day to be at his home in Lake Havasu crack down "mercilessly" UN Secretary-General 200 Western correspoudenta 
million against actress freezing temperatures, vessel with 10 persons taken to court, the City by Mohave County on street disorders. Kurt Waldheim said Sunday to observe it. The liberal, 
Sul~la Loren and about $35 Blood was smeared on authorities aid. sheriff's deputies. Los The government hopes to in New York that South biracial Namibla National 
million against her film.pro- windows that" had been aboard is believed to be a Dederieh was formally Angeles officials had sought keep the fervor of MBharram Mricen officials told him Front, like SWAPO, has 
ducerhushaed, Carlo Ponti, broken when passengers hoax. charged at Mobave County to have him arraigned im- from turning into the kind of they will retain authority in called on its followers not to 
for allegedly transferring escaped. A rescue centre General Hospital with mediately, anti-shah riots that have the territory until a UN vote. 
motley abroad illegally, spokesman said hem radio 
Pontl, =, is the maln T w i s t e  operators were reporting 'COME BACK LATER '  defendant in the year-long rs  calls from as far away as 
trial, which involves movie 
personalities, bank officials k Portland, Ore. of a missing 
.d .he . .  Pouti, being tried at t  ac  v.+, ,. 
inabsentia, nd= others are 
the esatem Unl ted S ta tes  o r  No dec is ion  on courses  accused of smuggling BOSSIER CTY, La. (AP) Canada. 
currency through small -- A tornado ravaged this He said the calls had been 
nompeales handling Ponti's northwest Louisiana city traced to within an 80 
business. Sunday and other twisters kllometre radius and were recreation courses. It taken on by the college, the college board, said that then to come back to the 
Police have a warrant for teuehed down in Arkansas coming from land, not from by Brian Gregg reaffirmed on Oct. 23 that it One woman said that a NCC does not want to college board and express 
Penti'sarrest, But neither be and Mississippi, killing at sea. 
nor Miss Loren has been in least four persons and "in- However, he said the Marion Knoerr, chairman would not assume respon, few years ago complaints compete with recreation their eoucerm. 
Italy since she was stopped juring more than 250. reports of a missing vessel of Northwest Community slbility for the courses after were made that the local organizations. 
by customs officials in Looting broke out and hun- will have to be treated as College Board, said Friday rumours persisted that the school facilities were not The boardlater had to turn Kitlmat is faced with the 
tbatNCCwouldbavetotake municipality would take being used to their full down a recommendation same problem as Terrace 
March, 1977, as she passed dreds of national guardsmen authentic until proven some'respomibility for so- them. potential and now that they from Vai George that NCC and many of the residents 
threu~h Rome's airport, were called in to patrol, otherwise, are, through adult education, there are as concerned about called recreation courses if College Principal Dr. Vai assume respomlbllity for all NO THANKS the municipality does not. George said, however, that a decision is made not to adult education programs In the future of the recreation 
There are about 38 courses to his knowledge the continue using them. Prince Rupert, including the type of courses as the 
CAIRO ~AP) --  In an [ .~FWO m e n  j a i l e d  I involving home skills, arts mnnicipalitywillasanmethe "We have been trying to recreat ion  programs,  Terrace residents are, a 
age when most Western and erafte and general in- courses. He said that during get' some straight answers because the school board of woman from that corn- 
women demand equality terest eourses that are being a recent meeting between from everyone involved but that city only recently in- munity said. 
with men, some Egyptian Paul Martin is any more information dropped by the college the college and the we aren't getting any," she formed the college of its Frances Long said that of 
women still believe in the satisfactory eonditim but until charges have been because they are listed as municipality's recreation said. "It is very important decision to dump the courses the 717 students involved in 
principle of separate but remains In the Intensive laid, say they have two recreation courses, said deportment a decision was for us to see these courses and there was no time to acaden~c, vocational, arts 
equal, care ward in Mills suspects In custody. Frances Long, community made that the department continue but so far no one discuss the matter with city an~l crafts, workshops and 
A meeting on women Memorial hospital with The 2~-year-old Martin, education co-oridinator, would be responsible for the has assumed responsibility council, lectures through community 
courses, for the recreation courses. Knoerr said that the education there will only be 
and transportation has shotlPm wounds ap- was. reported shot in a Alderman David Pease, A delegation of nearly a More and more people are students and the instructors 280 students involved In the 
asked the government to perently suffered In ap flight at a Kalum Street representing himself, said dozen concerned adult coming to Terrace and they ef the recreatio~ courses NCC takeover of the adult 
restore the socalled altercation over the residence at about that Terrace district council education students turned want o get involved in these should wait for three months education program. This 
"harem compartments" weekend. 6:30 a.m. Saturday. decided on June 12 the out to the mecting to express kinds of courses," she said. to sce if they were going to ba leaves 427 students who will 
in l~sEs.ypt's buses and Terrace RCMP, who Police are still in- municipality would not their concern that the Hans Wagner, shert changed and ff they did mt he assimilated into the 
{re have refused to release vestigating the incident, assume responsibilityforthe courses were not going to be representing .Kitimat on not receive satisfaction by program. 
+: 
:" ;FORT ASSINIBOINE, 
:, ~lta. (CP) -- Alberta's 
":, Heritage Savings Trust Fund 
'-:: demonstrates prudent 
:financial management that 
:~'.~:that sets an example for 
: : Ottawa nd other provinces, 
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 NEWS IN BRieF !Andras defends economic board 
i goforwardtoeither created because Nor, Andras said, was the intends, however~ to enforce 
heardOTTAWAof(CP) --TheeeonomieneW through"l willmyhaVeboarda tomandatereview "board or to the cabinet.treasurYThat trade and eommereeindustY'and the ew ministry merely taking the emphasis of ministerial 
costly new social prngrsms, development ministers will every proposal and the istheP0intofeo-ordination," finance department failod to decisions based on a whole 
Ottawa should have out red tape and provide money funds associated with said Andrss. come forward with quality power from the bureaucrats series of examinetion of 
redueod iaxeo instead of stable and co-ordinated every proposal of economic He rejected the eharge advice on matters such as and putting it ~c.k into the options and alternatives. 
starting new programs and policies for better economie development., before they that a "super ministry" was industrial development, hands of poqtici.~ns. He Besides o-ordinating hun- 
winding up in the dreds of economic 
growth, says Rohert Andras, NAME : economically incklustre late the board's president, MAY REVEAL development programs, the board will lead govern- 1970s with a "severe deficit ,,Same of the beat things 
,: says federal Progressive problem." ' ment's dialogue with 
Trudeau to meet Queen Conservative Leader Joe Clark, on a 48-hour tour of operation is get the devil out management and labor. The :,:;Clark, . theYellowheadconstitueney of the way and provide a ~ beard, Andrassaid, alsowill ,, .. Clark told a public meeting where he intends to run in stable set of ground rules for ' coordinate federal industrial 
:: :here Saturday that Alberta's the next federal election, industry for a period of time i policies with these of the 
provinces. :-,Conservative government reJeetod criticism of the fund ..." Andros said in an in- OTTAWA(CP)  -- Prime year than he had predicted in speaking .~tiona, "govern- despite Canada's.oppc:i: :~on Any minister whose 
should he praised for not by Ontario Premier William terview on the CTV public Minister Trudeau is ex- the summer, ment oflicmm say. and the e'rencn ' gcva:n- 
.;-going on a spending binge Davis. affairs program Question peeted to tell Queen While in Paris, Trpdsau France has publicly . . . proposal has been rejected 
:,:with its oil revenues. Davis said during last. Period, taped for broadcast Elizabeth this week the andd'EstslngaisowilIllkely supported Quehec's bid to ment~s own avowal., no~ w by the board would have the 
~.;...: Alberta's approach was week's, first, ministers' 
::.more sensible than that of economm eomerence ms= '.SA~.T~ (industry) need a secret _t~t m~t Ottawa touch on pluns for oreation of hecemeafullmemherofthe lntenere m uanaman m- rightcahinet,Ofheappealpointed ouL ° full 
... the federal government, the Alberta fund, now 13.9 gossips are dying m xnow-- a commonwealth of French. proposed commonwealth fairs. Asked about the barriers 
.... which used excess tax billion, is sapping capital fouror five-year horizon of the name of the next ' ' to trade, movement of goods 
revenue during the econom- that should be used to atlmu- stability and elear signals Govarnor-General, " l r  • 11 q : 
fromus, and l think this ce. Hlghly.placedgove ,r,,nm..,..ent I l t i~aT1 ~ li,11 WaTt%~qVM a~1~'i~l'd~ ta~' l i l~d"~11"E~'~ and labor existing within 
., ically-buoyant 1960a for late Caneda's economy, ordinatin~rolewlllattempt likely" Trudeau will discuss J~;V~ I1~11• ~t~fU I I I I I l~ l~ l l l~  ~J~l [~M, .~.  Caneda nd the beard's rolo . . . .  to do that/' • officials say it is very . L  in regard to them, Andrea 
; ".~. . . Andrea denied that the appointment of a suc- said, such things indicate 
: : /  Arafat's against It creation of the board is cessor to retiring Gov,.Gen. _ • 11  1 - -  • :: ,,loudandclear, theneedfor 
downgrading the finance JulceLegerwbenhelunehes .~ ' r~ I l y I~L '~ ~"~ • z r~zt '~  M~," ,m41- -m'w, l~  ~"~'~"a '~ federal co-ordimtion. 
":: WASHINGTON (CP) -- Thequestienofllnk.inStlte min~try. He also denied with the Qusen Thursday at t~L .~ lk .~ ~,  ~.UU.~k.  ~i , i~  . i L J~ l i J~L~ ~ ltistoendsuchanomallea, 
; Yasser Ararat, head of the proposes., peace tr.eaty Finance Minister Jean ~Bunkingham Palace. ' duplications and overlap- 
~' Pa les t ine  L iberat ion netwcen ~ose two eounmes Chretien boycotted the in- The luncheon is Trudeau's the Children's Research 
Organization (PLO!, ?aid In with an agreement' on 
' an interview temvmea grant ing Pa leet in ian  
::!Sunday that linking the autonomy has snagged 
'Palestinian issue to a peace Egyptian.Israeli  treaty 
treaty between Egypt and negotiations. 
israel will not temper Ararat Indicated that the 
principals cannot expect Paleetinian oppoeitien to the PLO eo-operatiou on their 
pact. 
"It makes no difference," Pslentininn problem. 
auguration of the new first official function as he, 
cabinet last week. breezes through the British 
"I've got a eo-ordineting and French capitals in two 
Job to do. It's controversial days. 
in the structure of our Although it is the prime 
government ... But l think minister's responsibility to 
the end purpose is worth the pick a new governor- 
gamble for me and for the general, tradition demands 
government. I hink the need he eonsult he Queen before 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  After 6O 
~ ara, Canadian Hedassah s decided to take a new 
lock at Its image, 
"We believe young people 
should be allowed to take the 
forefront," says Siella 
Torontow, national vice- 
president of Canadian 
During and followi~ the 
Nazi persecution, WIZ0 
coneentratnd on alleviating 
the suffering among Jewish 
refugees. 
Through such fund.raising 
activities as bazaars, lun- 
cheons and art shows, WIZO 
has been able to finance 
ii: he said. "We are against i ." "They llu'ew the Camp for eo-ordiuntion has become announcing her new Ca- Hadassah-Womens' In- 
., ;.. Arafat, interviewed in David agreements in our more and more obvious." nedian representative, ternational Zionist Organ- 
.: Betrut, Lebanon, ontheCBS- face and ssld this is what you The creation of the board Gov.-Gen. Leger Isatiou (WlZO). 
;. TV program Face the can have and nothing more," of economic development celebrates his fifth year in "We don't believe, in says, 
: Natien, saidthe Palestinisns he_said. . ministers was announced office next month and is reJeoffng or eliminating the 
~,m n-t accent as- Tne agreements reached Nov. }4. Mem.be.rs of  ~ expected to stop down soon. senior women but we believe 
~"--~m~d~Hnns [~etween at the recent U.S.-sponeored . oenru wm memos tne Farewell interviews and they now should nerve nn 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ad.._vla~.^ ¢y^ , capacity." " Egypt and Israel, which the s u~,,~mit ,m, eeti~lM,,in,^Camp ministers of industry, trane lunch, are already being 
" m.n r,~on~ as the . . . . .  , ~nu., ~,,  , --  =- aodcommerce, employment, arranged at Government w~aadeo idedtogear  
• " ' . . . . . .  illegitimate oecup'-- ierof t~  ~EgYptian'Israeli,_. peace and immigration, regtoual House, Kisofflclalresldence. iisoffortatoattraetyounger 
i Palnstinian homeland, w~.ty _ • . . . .  economic expansion, energy, ~ g  Trudeau's one-day women. No organisatinn can 
mines and resources, labor, stoo In London, he also will exist without expertise and 
small business, revenue and .bav'-~e tea with the Queen discipline, Mrs. Torontow NIIB038 :Spacecraft manoeuvers okay science and technology. The .~ MOther at her home, asys, undtoachievethlaend N179097 
minister of finance and ~J, re,,,= Hotm= -nd '~  WIZObasstartedleadarship 
• i i PALO ALTO, Calif .  from the Sun, evolved into a . . . . . . .  d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  N275290 premnen~ oz treasury near :~Paedne Minister Callaghan to seminars aimed at younger 3281 3 
., (Reutor) -- The unmanned mass of searing heat in an are ex-offlcio (non-vollng) discuss largely economic women. N477360 
numerous projects that have 
improved the quality of life 
in Israel, Mrs. Torontow 
The organization sponsors 
Institute In Jerusalem as 
well as giving financial 
assistance to Asofe Harofe 
Hospital. One of their 
crowning achievembnts i  
Nahellal, a school 
speclalhing in agricultural 
training. 
Mrs. Toron~Ow ~ says 
Jewish people ,~ve an' in- 
bred desire to ~lucate and 
improve themselves, 
ping, the board has been 
created, he said. 
"It is not going to be a g@_b 
lest. It is not going to he 
snowed under by Just 
• mountains of paper and all 
that sort of thing. We are 
going to have to make 
decisions and we're going to 
have to be a red,iape-outting 
.... mechanism not a red. 
ta~crentlng mechanism. 
I'm coming back to sell my 
new meehunbm about which 
I'm quite enthmisstic." 
spacecraft Pioneer Venus I 
: ,carried out manoeuvres 
• •successfully Saturday, 
• .preparing to go into orbit 
: around the planet Venus on 
:.: Monday, aU.S. space official 
. :said here. 
.:. "Everything on the space. 
craft is working perfectly 
.;and we are on target," the 
.official said at the National 
:.:Aeronautics and Space 
,,,Administration (NASA) 
Research Centre in Pnio 
,. Alto. 
!' The spacecraft, now 50 
million kilometrea (31 
dioxide. 
The main manoeuvre 
carried out by Pioneer Venus 
I on Saturday was to step up 
its rate of rotation to 51 from 
30 revolutions a second. 
Pioneer Venus I is ex. 
• peeted to start sending daily 
reports back to the NASA 
centre Wednesday on the 
atmosphere of Venus along 
with pictures and surface 
maps. 
The spacecraft is 
travelling at 13,208 
kilometres (8,258 miles) an 
i i  million miles), from earth is hour and has..only-695,000 
being follOwed by the five '" kiI0m~rod (438,000 mll~Tto 
-probes of the Pioneer Venus go io complete it8 seven. 
II Space Bus due to (~ntor the month journey, the official 
atmosphere of the cloud- said, 
~.- shrouded planet inoneweek. 
.:: The aim of the'~50-million 
.. :venture is to determine why 
i::Venus, the planet meat like 
.: earth in size and distance 
The Space Bus released its 
four "passenger" probes last 
month and they will land on 
widely-separated paris of 
Venus. 
: . .  Peace talks slammed 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  ment in Lebanon, was 
:! Seven palestinian cheered at the closing 
organizations, including the session of the three-day 
, Canadian Arab Federation, Patestinian-Amerinan 
approved a resolution Congress in the Biltmore 
Sunday denouncing the Hotel as he called on the 300 
IsraeliEgyptian peace delegates to struggle for the 
negotiations and declaring creation of a Palestlnlan 
,unconditional support for the state. 
:Palest ine L iberat ion 
Organizatien(PLO). "Revolution until vie. 
Faruk Kaddumi, bead of teryl" his audience chanted 
the PLO political deport- in Arabic. 
Bomb cripples old woman 
" PARIS (Router) -- A 67- of the store, Bazar de l'Hotol 
yearold woman injured in a de Ville, 
• bomb explosion in a central Anonymous callers 
Paris department store telephoned a French radio 
• 'Saturday remains in critical and a poliee station to claim 
condition in hospital, police responsibility for the blnat on 
• said Sunday. 
It was erroneously 
• reported Saturday night that 
the woman died several 
hours after the explosion. 
! Hospital sources aid the 
part-time shop assistant had 
~oth legs amputated. 
• Eight people were injured 
in  the explosion, which 
ripped through the basement 
behalf of the Breton 
Liberation Front, a guerrilla 
orgnnizatiou fighting for the 
independence of Brittany, 
and an tulknewn group called 
"Jewish Brigades." 
But police said the attack 
probably was the work of a 
madman ot linked to any 
guerrilla organization. 
Jerry Lewis wasn't laughing 
atmosphere  of  carbon members. This year marks the 60th 
The order-in-council issues. ~Ecenomic eoncerne, espe. anniversary ofWIZO, one of 
proclaiming creation of the clally world trade the largest womens' 
board will come to the negotiations underway in organizations in the-world, 
Commons for debate Geneva, are expected to with 50 federatioam from 
probably Monday. dominate talks again the Canada to Hung Kon~. and 
following day in Paris with about 300,000 members. The 
President Giscard Runadian branch.has 17,000 NDP d'Estalng, volunteers. 
The five-year-old Gensva ltadasss-WIZO was 
talks are scheduled to end founded In 1918 by Lfllinn DOES ,~  month, setting new, Frsiman of Ottawa, whowas 
possibly more liberal, tariff influenced by Henrietta t# "' TTER =""  b.--. the major Szold, founder of the 
trading nations until the Ameriounltadaasahin 1912. 
1990s. The U.S. organization has 
i "  l r  1T I l r l t / i ' i~ l  . L t . l~  ~IV I~,~ Ca=dais  pressing for 335,-000 members with 1,500 
freer trade for agricultural 'chapters and gal..p6. . 
and fish produets--two Ofthe The American ,amman--  
country's major export the word is Hebrew for 
commodit ies- -but  ' i s  myrtlebranch, the symbol of 
meeting resistence from the peace-- has concentrated on
European Economic improving health conditions 
Community and Japan. in Israel, whereas WIZO has 
Lowering of trade barriers focused its attention mainly 
HALIFAX (CP) -- The 
federal New Democrats 
have accomplished more 
for Canada in opposition 
than the other parties 
have in government, says 
David Lewis, former 
national leader of the 
NDP. 
Addressing the Nova 
Scotia NDP's biennial 
convention Saturday, 
Lewis reminded younger 
zembers about the 
struggle the party has 
waged over the years to 
bring about social welfare 
programs which now are 
largely taken for granted. 
He noted that forty 
~ears ago, federal aid to 
~nnior citizens consisted 
largely of $20 a month to 
persons over age 70 who 
qualified after a means 
test, 
The social welfare 
rOgrams being enjoyed 
y have all come about 
as a result of pressure 
applied by the CCF, the 
party's forerunner, the 
NDP and the example of 
the Saskatchewan 
government. 
"There is not a senior 
eitizen in Canada that is 
net 100 per cent better off 
today because of the CCF 
and NDP," Lewis said. 
Lewis said the only 
reason the party has not 
been eleetorally suc- 
cessful in Canada Is 
because it is hard to 
break tradition. 
would benefit the in the field of educatio~ 
agricultural and fisheries WlZO began as an or~un- 
sectors but jeopardize such izalinnto help find homes for 
heavily.sabsidizedCanadiun Jewish children orphaned 
industries as textiles, during the First World War, 
footwear and furniture. Mrs. Torentow said in an 
Industry Minister Jack interview during the recent 
Homer announced in 0c- annual Hadassah fund- 
tober the government has set ruining bazaar here. 
aside $750 million to help But in the early 1930s, 
small industries "with in- WIZO began to broaden its 
novative ideas" facing ex- activities and embraced 
tinction because of any freer other spheres of Zionist 
flow of lower-priced foreign endeavor. 
products. It estoblished-and son- 
. Discussions with the tinnes to support--numerous " 
youth centreo in Israel, 
British and French leaders providing underprivileged 
also will deal with the children with recreational 
agreement forged by seven facilities and counselling. 
major industrial nations last 
summer in Bonn, Tradeau's 
office announced. 
At that conference, the 
United States promised to 
take measures to stabilize its 
fluctuating dollar; Japan 
promised to decrease its 
trade surplus and West 
Germany agreed to stimu. 
late domestic onsumer de- 
mand. 
Trudeau said in Bonn that 
these initiatives would help 
the Canadian economy grow 
and create jobs. However, 
inflation and unemployment 
are still serious problems for 
the Trndenu government and 
the economy in general is 
expected to fare worse next 
Pope 
appeals 
for aid 
VATICAN CITY (Reuter) 
--  Pope John Paul has ap- 
~ aled to Christians to help 
e Vietnamese refugees 
trying to find new homes. 
During his traditional 
Sunday noun benediction, the 
Pope told an estimated 30,000 
people gathered In St. 
Peter's Square to pray for 
the refugees. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- During Lewis' muscular ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
C°medlanJerryLew'say' dystr°phy tetethon ias t l l   ewBus!ness l i  Yourtlcketnumbermustmatchthosedrawn, lenerforletter, numbertornumber,p E~ 
.he ooos,de...,o,,e , .  h.,e,, ,o,., b, -R iZ  ": 
:years ago while under the having a doctor inject a pain- 500  A IR  CANADA 
influence of a pain.hilling killing drug in his back. 
drug bUthisrecentlYaddiction, has Then heart specialist Dr. it mour iii! 500 Alr Canada voyage pnzes and 
overcome Not l isted up to 7 nights (room only) for two at any one of InaninterviewinPeople Michael DeBakey, wh°m I ~  " ~" n|  A ti~ v !i 
magazine, Lewis says he Lewis had met through one the  following participating hotels: 
was saved from shooting ot the telethons, persuaded .11.11 Te l  , . . r , ,o .o r ; .  
himself when " I  heard my Lewis to go Into the doctor's Hotel Newfoundland, SL John's; Hotel Nova Scotia, Halifax; Hotel 
children ianghing and Houston. Tex., elini¢, where i!i Beause]our, Moncton; Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal; Chateau LaU- 
running through the ha]]." examination showed Lewis AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITal.. ~35.2040 i~: 
Lewis says he became ad. had a stomach ,,leer. ~,fl,fl,fl,fl,fl,~ ~ r[er Hotel, Ottawa~ Hotel Fort Garry, W~nnipeg; Hotel MacDonald, 
dicted to beavy dosea of par. ill! Iq "~ DIAL'AN'ORDER '31"= /i Fdmonton; Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver. ' 
coden after doctors were DeBakey is quoted as 
. , ing  the re.sire deaea of We're " " ' " '  ' " " ' "  
the painidller had hidden the the instructions on the back of your Voyage Canada ticket portion. 
ulcer symptoms and if the 
ulcer had gone undetected a 
unable to stop the pain from 
a spinel injury he suffered in 
a fall during an act at Las 
Vegas in 1965. 
From cae pill a day he 
worked up to as many as 11 
daily, unto even these large 
doses did not relieve the 
pain. 
"It frightened the hell out 
of me," Lewis says. "It I 
hadn't had seven or eight Then the doctors came up 
pills in meat he time, I don't with a new treatment which 
:think I would have con- made the hack pain 
- sidered killing myself." bearable, 
few more weeks It might 
have hemorrhaged and 
killed the comedian. 
In Houston, the magazine 
says, lewis was kept under 
sedation during five days ot 
withdrawal from the drug, 
Listed 
Here/ 
TERRACE VETERINARY 
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Y157120 Y177202 Y177571 Y18317S Y198870 Y206502 Y224248 
Y228598 Y235071 Y241999 Y247448 Y265475 Y271003 Y281789 
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Y407125 Y424901 Y4314BO Y432797 Y438427 ~439827 Y457029 
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Y555762 Y557725 Y573321 Y584467 Y592359 Y612501 Y632834 
Y642249 Z106B40 Z108147 Z109357 Zl17871 Zl1792S Z125867 
Z157792 Z160587 Z171930 Z177912 Z231626 Z233002 Z296373 
Z307742 Z313815 Z316637 Z3~8~4 Z338175 ~347013 Z37157? 
Z398470 Z410778 Z415127 Z460753 Z470913 Z475651 Z476097 
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Health Committee 
expresses concern 
Northwest Community 
Co l lege 's .  cur r i cu lum 
committee will be studying 
four recommendations 
presented to the college 
beard on Friday by the 
college's advisory com- 
mit tee  on hea l th  cer t .  
Paul Romancia, a 
spokesman for the health 
INFO 
HEALTH 
DR. BOB YOUNG 
committee after presen- P~manica. Patent medicine hucksters 
rations have been made; He said the projected have madeahouseholdword 
and, more recently, there needs determined in 1975 are of anemia. The concept of 
has not been sufficient input now immediate needs and. weak, tired, or deficient 
from the committee prior to. there is presently a need to blood is repeatedly stressed 
budget recommendations, respond to long-term needs in the press and on 
before they become ira- television. Even ~c medical 
Local health people have mediate, journals doctors receive 
-had to go outside the region He said last year was a continually remind us in 
for upgrading and the positive year and NCC has their advertising o~ the need 
care committee, told the . eommitteelmsheentryingto been setting some trends for tokeep our patient's blood in 
'board Friday the executive establish a resom'co w i t l~  the Lower Mainland in shape. 
committee should meet a . the college region so that health care programs. And they are right. If the 
least three times per year local needs can be met Northern conditions patient is to retain optimal 
with the bom'd to keep it locally, he said. require special skills of 
better intormed of the health A full-time person i s  adeptiom fro newly trained health it is necessary to 
committee's needs and needed to administer tbe~ personnel, or personnel combat anemia whenever it
activities, courses offered to the 33 trained to expect many of is found to exist. 
He recommended that an agencies which will use the the support services The vast majority of over- 
appropriate budget and health care program, he available on the Lower the-ceunter medicines for 
review procedure be said. Mainland, he said. anemia are sold on the 
established for the advisory Romaecla said the health ~ Responsibilltlca of in- presumption that the person 
committee and that a full ia'ogram developer should dlvldual decision making using them has an iron 
time health program besomeone from thta region, ~ without support of resource • deficiency anemia. Most 
developer from the regio~ be who knows what the loeall persoimelbackupimsbecna anemias are due to iron 
hired with additional staff needs are. concern ~/the committee, he deficiency and some of these 
support The new bndgetprovides uld. may respond, at least 
RRomanola also for $26,000 for a health 0tber areas of concern by temporarily, to iron 
recommended that the prngramco.ordlnalor;~,000 tlmeommittec have been the replacement. 
committee's 165.000 1979-80 for a secretarial assistant; woblem of attracting per- 
budget be approved. #3,000 for travel expenses; smnel on a stable basis in 
Romasela said that by $1,000 for postage and northern communities; taff bottle of iron pills at the 
meeting three times a year telephone; $1,000 for replacements while mere- drugstore, a patient should 
with the college board many xer~i~g; ~,000 for corn- bars are taking courses and have answers to certain 
of the communications mitt~ expemes including the increases emphasis in questions. 
problems which now exist travel ousts; and 126,000 for the health care field of He or she should know 
would be overcome, programs development auxiliary health care whether they actually have 
He said it has been clear "We deal with a wide worker~ such as ananemia, nd how severe it 
that there have been some range of subjects, given to a homemakers,  daycare is. The type of anemia must 
minor misunderstandings diverse and gengra~lnally workers, parmedics and be known. Pernicious 
between the board and tl~ sparse population," said ambulance workers, he said. anemia, the anemia 
HERE THEYARE! 
December 1st Main Draw and Voyage Canada Loto Canada winners. 
associated with lauke¢!as 
and other cancers will not be 
helped by iron, nor will many 
of the myriad of oth.-r known 
types of anemia. 
It is a fallacy to believe 
that an iron deficiency 
anemia is of no consequence 
just because it is relatively 
common. The usual cause of 
iron deficiency in the adult is 
blo~xt loss. It is rarely due to 
inadequate dietary iron 
except in pregnancy and at 
the extremes of age. 
The proper treatment ofan 
iron deficiency anemia 
should start with a search for 
a bleeding site. While 
chronic blood loss is usually 
due to problems in the in- 
testinsl tract or menstrual 
difficulties, there are many 
other possibilities. 
Diagnosis of specific 
anemias can be very dif- 
ficult, and is frequently 
made more so by the fact 
that the patient has upset 
Before treating oneself or laboratory /~ndings by in- 
anemia by picking up a judicious use of iron. 
There is no 'simple' 
anemia. If you think you are 
anemic, see your doctor. If 
he confirms your suspicions 
he can provide correct 
treatment for your case. If 
you are not anemic but feel 
unwell, your doe;or is the 
best ~rson to determine 
what your illness is. 
12 PRIZES OF $1 MILLION 
1098751. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-098751** . . . .$10 ,000  
- -98751.0 .0 .051 ,000  
- - -875100.00.$200 
. . . .  751.00000550 
1088920.* . . . .$1  MILL ION 
-0B8920. . . . . .$10 ,000  
- -88920. . * . . .$1 ,000  
- - -8920.* . . . *$200 
. . . .  920 , , . * . ,$50  
5154097. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-154097. . . . . .$10 ,000  
- '54097. . . . . .$1 ,000  
- - -4097° .° . °°$200 
. . . .  097 .°° . **$50  
7046764. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-046764. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -46764* .*** .$ I~000 
- - -6764*** , , ,$200 
. . . .  764 . . . . . .$50  
7521954. . . . * ,$1  MILL ION 
-521954. , . . * .$10 ,000  
- -21954. . * . . .$1~000 
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. . . .  954 . . . . . ,$50  
3680788, . , , , ,$1  MILLION 
-680788. . . . . .$10 ,000  
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-45294600,00.$10,000 
- -52946. . . . * *$1~000 
---2946..*°.;$200 
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4930142. ,o ,o ,$1  MILL ION 
-930142*0o ,o0$10~000 
- -30142o0ooo ,$1~000 
- - - - -0142eo° ,o ,$200 
. . . . .  142. . . . . .$50  
1923639. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-923639. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -23639.* . . . .$1 ,000  
---3639...**.$200 
. . . .  639. . . . . .$50  
2007212. . . . . .$1  MILL ION 
-007212. . . . . .$10~000 
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- - '7212 . . . . . .$200  
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8 PRIZES OF $100,000' 
4062670 3025039 4343256 ;3708985 
2847414 4057369 3154201 2461763 
*There will be one main draw prize awarded for each complete 7 digit ticket number drawn. 
In the event of discrepancy between the above lists and the official computer print-out of 
randomly selected prize winning num bem. the latter shall prevail. 
If you are a Loto Canada $50,00 winner:. 
Most financial institutions' branches will cash Loto Canada 
$50,00 winning tickets for one month starting 
Wednesday, December 6th. 
RII out the coupon on the back of yourseparate main draw ticket 
portion and present the completed ticket for payment. 
OR 
If you cannot take advantage of this service, follow the instructions 
on the back of your main draw winning ticket portion. 
Complete listing of Loto Canada's Draw I l Winning Numbers will be on display at local retail outlets. 
YOUR MEW LOTO CANADA DRAW 11 TICKET 
OFFERS 21 PRIZES OF $1-MILUON EACH. 
Your one Loto Canada Draw 
!1 ticket in the red pouch 
carries one number that's 
good for three Draws... 
21 chances to become 
a millionaire. 
December 22nd Christmas Draw 
-9  prizes of St-million in 8old (Non-decomposed). 
Jemmr~ Sth Happy New yMr Draw 
-3  pflzeS of Sl-million In cash (Decomposed). 
Felmmry grid/thdn Drnw 
- g prizes of ~ i -re:Ilion in cash (Decomposed). 
- Bonus tickets 
- Instant cheques 
- Thousands of additional cash prizes 
in the Jan. 5th and Feb. 2nd Draws. 
COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Nor t hwOcUm utnity Om?rs  aO ishW~ s c h~i  
College Board is now boards. 
separated from school board 
throughout he northwest 
region and the college now 
owns its own property, ac- 
cording to the new provincial 
college act. 
The board submitted its 
1979, $5.1 million operating 
budget o the department of
education on Dec.1 The 
budget o the department of
education on Dec. 
The heard submitted its 
1979, $5.1 million operating 
budget o the deportment of
education on Dec.l The 
budget o the department of
education on Dec.l The 
$930,000 capital budget must 
he submitted by Dec. 3h 
ssays Geoff Harris, college 
bursar. 
Harris did not know what 
the dates were for the final 
adoption of the budgets 
because, although they will 
be submitted under the old 
format, the board will be 
dealing with them under the 
now act. He said the college 
may have to usea double set 
of books. 
Under the old system the 
college was a shared venture 
between the provincial 
government and the school 
boards of the college region. 
This included Queen 
Charlotte Islauds, Prince 
Rupert. Terrace, Kitimat, 
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During the regular college 
board meeting on Friday Dr. 
Val George, college prin. 
cipai, said that the college 
has received approval iA 
principal from the ministry 
of education for the offer to 
lease property in the new 
shopping centre develop- 
ment of the Kitimat City 
Centre. There is expected to 
be 5,000 sq. feet of office 
space built for the college to 
lease, he said. 
The college has had to 
cancel the diesel mechanic 
course again because it was 
unable to find a qualified 
instructor an the respome 
from potential sstudents was 
very poor Val George said. 
Some of the Emily Carr 
College of Art outreach 
programs will be available 
in the college region in 
January, said Vai George. 
The number of students 
living in residences this term 
has been about 150. This 
compares with about 175 for 
the same period last year. 
the council was told. 
The board will make a 
protest o the deportment of
education about the St. 
John's Ambulance ladust.,'ial 
first-aid courses that are 
being offered in the region. 
The courses were originally 
put oo by NCC but education 
minister Pat McGeer, a 
supporter of St. John's, 
decided that it should no 
longer be a college function, 
Val George said. 
The course was available 
from NCC for $100 and the 
course through St. John's is 
$135. St. John's has had to 
cancel courses because it 
cannot find instructors. NCC 
instructors were paid $15 and 
St. John's only pays $8. one 
of the board members said. 
NCC was willing to hold 
the courses anywhere in the 
college region but St. John's 
refused to put on a course in 
Stewart because it couldn't 
get 25 students. NCC con- 
siders 16 'students  the 
maximum number for a 
class size, said Val George. 
"St. John's has proven it 
cannot give quality of ser- 
vice," one of the board 
members aid. "CanCel is 
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now 
behind the college and other 
local industries are nol 
happy with the level of in- 
dustrial first-aid training 
offerid by St. John's, he said. 
The people who have taken 
'the courses through St. 
John's are not satisfied with 
what they receive. 
The college board decided 
to implement new student 
termination procedures until 
March when the procedures 
will he reviewed. 
Val George said that the 
college has been using the 
old Vocational School 
procedures which did not 
allow for any student ap- 
peals. Under the new 
procedures students can 
appeal to a Divisional 
Student Appeal Committee 
composed of a member f
from the administration 
appointed by the principal, 
an instructional staff ap- 
paintee member and a 
students cotmcil appointee 
member. 
When a student receives 
the reason for his dismissal 
he has 48 hours to appeal to 
the principal. The decision of 
the appeal committee is 
final. 
The board decided to allow 
guests of students to eat 
meals at the college, 
provided there is 24 hours 
notice. It decided not to 
allow overnight guests even 
if there were extra rooms 
available in the dorms. 
The bnard decided it would 
not increasethe rates in the 
dermatories until it was  
forced to. Val George said 
there was $23o,ooo difference 
between dorm subsidies and 
expenditures. 
Barbara Stevens, vice. 
president of the students 
council, said an increase in 
derm rates would be a 
problem for students 
because the Canada Man- 
power living allowances 
were decreased from $79 to 
$60 per week. Many of the 
students are on UIC and 
there have been cutbacks in 
unemployment insurance. 
There have also been no 
increases from the depart- 
ment of labor, although the 
cost of living has gone up, 
she said. 
POLICE NEWS 
Terrace RCMP have laid 
charges of fraud, possession 
of mari juana, false 
pretenses and possession ofa 
restricted firearm without a 
permit against Kenneth 
William Bowers of Lakclse 
Lake, on Saturday. The 
charges were laid after a 
police investigation by 
Terrace and Kitimat RCMP 
Kitimat RCMP were 
advised by the department of 
transport at the TTerrace. 
Kitimat Airport hat hey are 
having problems main- 
tslaing their transmitter site 
located in the field between 
the Vista Village trailer 
court and the Kitinmt trailer 
court. 
The transmitter, also 
known as the Kitimat 
beacon, is used by aircraft o 
determine distance and 
direction from the airport. 
The problem appears to he 
young children in the area 
playing around the tran. 
smitter shed and causing 
damage. During one in- 
cidence a copper fuel line 
from a tank to the building 
was broken, which put the 
standby generator out of 
service, a Kitimat RCMP 
spokesman said. 
The importance of this 
transmitter being 
operational cannot be 
overstressed, hesaid, as its 
failure could result in a plane 
crash disaster. 
RCMP are requesting 
parents in the area to 
counsel their children on the 
dangers of playing around 
the transmitter site. Anyone 
who sees anything suspicious 
should contact the RCMP 
immediately. 
A resident of Agar Ave. in 
Terrace reported on Sunday 
the total loss of his ear as a 
result of fire. Terrace 
RCMP are investigating. 
The cause of the ear fire is 
unknown, 
A Terrace resident lost 
$150 after a result of a fight 
at the Lakelse Hotel on 
Saturday. police said. 
L WEATHER 
A maritime front has been A ridge of high pressure is 
passing through the area last expected to bring clear skies 
night and this morning, this afternoon. The high for 
today is 0 degrees celsius 
bringing with it cloudy skies and the low overnight is -5 
with some snow showers, degrees. 
B.C, BRIEFS 
BURNABY. B.C. (CP) -- 
About8 members of the 
Teamsters Unlcn walked off 
the job Friday ~: !'.~. H. Y. 
Louie Ltd. grocery plant in 
this Vancouver suburb aRer 
rejc~-ting the company's 
latest c~ntract offer. 
Peter Mosllnger, 
spokesman for T~msters, 
local 351, which repr~ents 
drivers and warehouse 
workers at the plant, eatd 
Saturday the major obstacle 
to a settlement is sub- 
contracting of trucking. 
He sa}d :.he union wants 
exclusive :ights Lo deliver 
goods tooutleis in ti'.~ British 
Columbia Interio... a job 
currenUy handled in ~:..rt by 
outside trucking ..;,rriere. 
The company s,pp~ies 
independent grocer~ ~.tores 
in the Greater Va~K, ouver 
m~ea. the Fraser Vallc~ and 
the southern Interior. 
The last contract ezpired 
OCt. 31. 
Wins seat in raffle 
PENTICTON, B.R. (CP) 
-- The luck of the draw gave 
lawyer Peter Kiimuk the 
final aldermanic seat on 
Penticton city council 
Saturday following a judicial 
recount of ballots cast in the 
Nov. 18 civic election. 
The recount was requested 
by Kllmuk after he finlsbed 
one vote behind incumbent 
Harry Fisher for the final 
council scat. 
The recount shewed beth 
men with 2,001 votes, 
Returning officer Jim Sewell 
then drew Kiimnk's name 
from a box 
• i!!, 
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Kitimat pipeline 
The Kitimat oil port and pipeline proposal is in 
the news again. A spokesman for a company 
supporting the project, the Kitimat Pipeline Co., 
says he will he touring northwestern B.C. to tout 
the. proposal again. 
George Wilkinson, a representative for the 
company formed to promote the propmed 
pipeline to link Kitimat to Alberta, has an- 
nounced that he will be speaking to groups, both 
three in favor and those against the con- 
troVersiai plan. 
'~.e plan to build a pipeline across British 
Col/imbia to take Alaskan off to the United States 
an~ Eastern Canada came under most fire from 
those who feared the environmental damage 
from a spill from one of the tankers bringing the 
oil thi'cugh the treacherous Hecate Strait and up 
the.: narrow Douglas Channel. 
'fhe scheme, which split many northwest coast 
to,ms into violently opposed factions, Was 
SUliposedly given the coup de gt'aee when a study 
incticated there would be no need for the Alaskan 
oil.[ Wilkinson says OtherWise. " 
~l~en Wilki.-.3on outlines the project, we would 
like to hear his thoughts on the recent break in 
Pa~:ific Northern Gas pipeline, which occurred 
dm~ing the flooding here. The pipeline is being 
re.l, ~cated betaime it i~ now conceded that the 
pr(sent location is unsafe. 
l acffic Northern Gas officials say it seemed 
saz enough when it was built. Spokesman for the 
ga~ company say it was impossible to forsee the 
flo ding when the pipeline was planned. The 
nat wal gas company claims their statistics did 
not indicate there was any danger to the pipeline 
wh m it was built. How does Wilkinson allay our 
fen ~ that something similar, but more 
de~ ~ting as natural gas dissipates in ways oil 
we ~ m~ht happen with his pipeline? 
ew will deny that our society needs energy 
an, that we Will have to continue to rely on fossil 
rue s for some years. The mounting number of 
dis ~ters, some predictable some unforseen, 
sh, dd be mak ingus  considerably more 
ca~ tious. 
/hat odds will you give us Mr. Wilkinson ? 
An, i is the pot, or any prize, worth the risk to the 
em ironment? 
J 
f 
U IITED NATIONS (CP) 
- -  ecret talks have been 
goi~ | on for some time at the 
UN md elsewhere on a new 
United States peace 
initiative for Cyprus in which 
Canada and Britain are 
playing supportive roles. 
The U.S. proposed a 12- 
point plan that would serve 
as the framework for a 
negotiated settlement. The 
problem is trying to get 
opposing Greek-and Turkish. 
Cypriots to sit at the same 
bargaining table. 
Talks between the two 
communities have been 
stalled for more than a year. 
As mediator, UN Secretary- 
General Kurt Waldheim so 
far has been unable to bring 
the parties together. 
Last Monday, the UN 
Security Council adopted a 
resolution by consensus 
urging representatives of the 
two factions to resume 
negotiations with Wsldheim 
again acting as mediator. 
While the council was 
debating the Cyprus 
question, the U.S. plan was 
being circulated to various 
UN missions. The Canadian 
mission received a copy and 
was asked for comment. 
A UN source said some 
Canadian suggestions were 
incorporated in the proposal. 
A key element in the U.S. 
plan is the creation of a 
single federal state divided 
into two regions. Greek- 
Cypriots would recover some 
of the territory seized by 
Turkish military forces in 
1974. 
While the U.S. plan is sup- 
posed to De confidential, it
already has been published 
in a Turkish newspaper and 
A.S. officials ay the English 
version is essentially ac- 
curate. 
The U.S. plan was sent wo 
weeks ago to the two Cypriot 
communiti~ and the Greek 
and Turkish governments, 
Meanwhile, the UN 
"You asked us to build a computer which could replace the government." 
HYDRO IN,, 
Former chairm.an under fir  
WINNIPEG (CP) - -An  in- 
quiry into the affairs of 
Manitoba Hydro enters its 
most dramatic public phase 
today with the appearance of 
former chairman David 
Cass-Beggs as a star wit- 
heSS.  
As head of the Crown 
utility at a crucial period in 
its history, Cass-Beggs had a 
key role in the way Hydro 
went about harnaasing the 
power of the Nelson River. 
Closely linked to the New 
Democratic Party govern- 
ment of the day, he was a 
favorite target of free- 
enterprise politicians during 
his three years at Hydro's 
helm. 
The inquiry was set up by 
Premier Sterling Lyon after 
his Progressive Con- 
servatives took over the 
government from the NDP in 
October, 1977. 
In its public hearings to with the timing of two main 
date, the inquiry has heard portions of the Nelson River 
testimony indicating Cans- project. " 
Beggs led Manitoba Hydro's One part of the project was 
board of directors into ac- 
cepting his own suggestions 
for power development. 
Critics of the former chair- 
man also have suggested 
that his ideas about building 
'the Nelson River project 
were not justified on the 
power in the 1964 provincial 
election. 
He later served as 
chairman of B.C. Hydro 
under an NDP government 
and retired in October, 1975. 
Within months of Cass- 
Begga' arrival in Manitoba, 
Hydro officials had made 
decisions about the Nelson 
River project that would 
prove to be irreversible for 
the better part of two dec. 
ades. 
Part of the work of the 
present inquiry is to 
determine  whether  those 
decisions represented th~ 
mest economical way  to 
proceed and whether they 
were arrived at without 
undue interference. 
The public hearings under 
George E. Trilscliler, former 
chief justice of the Manitoba 
Court of queen's Bemh, 
have been preoccupied sofar 
ew peace plan ~+~ of the technical in- formation available. 
When he became chair- the Cypriots man of Manitoba Hydro in January,.1970, Cass-Beggs 
was best known as the 
mandate for peacekeeping eneral manager of the 
comes up for its usual six- Saskatchewan Power Corp. 
month renewal in the who was fired after the 
Security Council on Dec. 15. Liberals onsted the CCF (the 
Canada has been involved forerunner of the NDP) from 
in Cyprus pearekeeling 
since 1964 and wants to end 
its role there but not before 
there is a peaceful set- 
tlement of the dispute. 
The Canadian government 
argues that peacekeeping 
and peacemaking must be 
tackled together if a 
negotiated solution is ever to 
be found. 
Cyprus is a perfect 
example. After 14 years of 
poacekecping, there still is 
no settlement. 
Achieving a settlement is
more difficult now because 
the political character of the 
island has changed 
drastically since the 1974 
Turkish invasion. 
Before 1974, less than 20 
per cent of the Cypriot 
population was of Turkish 
ethnic origin, scattered in 
small villages and urban 
areas among the much 
larger GGreek population 
Now there are two distinct 
separate areas--Turldsh in
the,north and Greek in the 
south. The q'urks control 
nearly 4; ~,e~ cent of the 
island. T~m U.S. approach 
would preserve this divtsion 
But no part of the fedsrel 
state could be united with 
any other state, preventing 
any annexation by Greece or 
Turkey. 
UN peacekeeping forces 
provide needed stability for 
any political solution, 
Waldheim says• So they will 
have to stay but the UN 
membership has to help 
finance its costs because ~he 
Cyprus peacekceplng budget 
is deeply in the red. 
Waldheim appealed to 
member states for voluntary 
contributions to help make 
up some of the deficit that 
totalled more than t52 
million as of last June. 
to regulate Water levels on 
Lake Winnipeg to ensure an 
ample supply of water for 
generating plants being huilt 
on the lower Nelson River in 
northern Manitoba. 
The other was plans to 
divert some of the water of 
the Churchill River into the 
Nelson River system. 
At a meeting of Hydro's 
heard of directors on July 30, 
1970, the decision was made 
to finish Lake Winnipeg 
regulation during the winter 
of 1974-1975 and the Churchill 
River diversion in 197S or 
1976. 
Cr i t i cs  of Cass -Beggs ,  
Ifydro and the NDP :s~ty 
starting with Lake Winnipeg 
regulation was unnecessary 
and coat the utility--and its 
customers--hundreds of 
millions of dollars. 
However, evidence to the 
inquiry has focused not on 
the money involved but on 
the engineering data 
available at the time to 
Hydro's directors. 
On July 22, the directors 
received a long and detailed 
draft report from a panel of 
Hydro engineers and a 30- 
page summary report from 
.Cass-Beggs with somewhat 
different conclusions. 
eight days later, they 
made their decision to 
proceed by adopting the 
proposals made by Cass- 
Begg.s. .•.. • 
A , f inal • report from 
engineering panel wasn't 
completed until October, 
Documents provided to the 
inquiry show that a different 
set of alternatives was 
considered by Hydro's own 
experts between July and 
October and different 
assumptions were made to 
come up with recommenda- 
tions. 
In the draft report, calcu- 
lations on a series of alterna- 
tives were based on the 
demand for power growing 
by six per cents year for 18 
years and money being 
available an at annual in- 
terest rate of 7~/~ per cent. 
In the final report, the ex- 
ports used slightly different 
alternatives. They also 
assumed an annual growth 
in demand of 1O per cent and 
OTTAWA 
CUT GAS COSTS, 
OFFBEAT 
i 
and a former Packard 
compa 
y worker, has operated Delta 
Dynamics at Suamico for 17 
years. He plans to begin the 
mall order marketing in 
January of about a dozen do- 
for some of the larger-engine 
models, at a cost of $250 
each. 
He said the conversion was 
not economical for smaller 
V-8 engines, and other 
factors affecting any 
front wheel alignment, 
weight, exterior design, 
engine wear, among others. 
"One thing I have to tell 
people all the time is you. 
can't make a go~d V-4 from a 
poor V-0," he said. 
Lucia said his investment 
in the conversion project 
totals about $20,000 and he 
expects to spedabout- 
$20'000more to get into 
production. 
In his research, he deter- 
mined that the conversion 
idea is nothing new. 
"We made a patent search 
and one of the V-4 con- 
versions had a date of 1918," 
Lucia said, but most ex- 
perimentation with the 
process ,/~as aimed at the 
factory ~eveL 
"What we're talking about 
'is do-it+yourself," he said, 
adding that other possible 
mechanical refinements to 
t~,~t mileage "would take it 
out of the hands of the do-it- 
yourselfer." 
He said limited exposure 
of his idea has brought 
widespread interest hut he 
has gone slow in develop- 
ment of it, watching for 
changes in the energy 
situation and gasoline 
prices. 
"No, you don't have the 
same power if you convert 
from V.9 to V.4, not half the 
~wer, but the individual will 
have to decide, ' is it 
• adequate for my use?'" he 
said. "Maybe it will become 
stylish to drive slow." 
Carroll Lucia says he has 
found a way to trim the 
mileage of some of these big 
V-8 gas guzzler autos--try 
running them on four 
cylinders. 
Lucia plans to start selling 
kits in January for a do-it- 
yourself conversion from 
eight.cylinder to four- 
cylinder operation. 
While it's not for every V-S 
engine and it cuts ac- 
celeration capability con- 
siderably, Lucia anticipates 
the conversion will produce a 
gein of several miles per 
gallon. 
"Above 35 miles ',,:.~ ~ >;~. 
the car just sall~ ~t,..~ ~o~ 
you can't dc'.e,:t, u. tq). 
preciable c':+a ~: ~., 1 ,,vi~e or 
vibratio:,." b,' ~'i':~ i',ut, 
inter!:~ctaqtt. X ".; -. , , ' t  have 
that pun2L ll"~ h!, ,~. di'iving a
12aded #.ck,tp tr~tck. 
"But ,~e tave 10,900 miles 
~,, the first car we con- 
~erted," he added. "I never 
found one instance when I 
had to have more power." 
The conversion is accom- 
l;lished by removing stan- 
dard rocker arms and push 
rods front two cylinders on 
each bank of the engi~. 
i:ep!acement parts hold 
e~t~at+stvalvcs open so that 
compression pressure is 
relieved in each unused 
cylinder. A replacement car- 
buretor stops the fuel supply 
to the exh'a four cylinders. 
l,,~cia, ,;5 vn ~,Jtomotive 
Kill a few of the horses 
SUAMIC(~, Wts. (AP) - -  engineer for much of his life it-yourself conversion kits mileage sawngs inciude 
company of a third well- 
known critic, Sterling Lyon. 
Today's hearing marks the 
first chance for Cass.Begga. 
to tell.his ide of t l~ story: to  
the inqdii'y. The~formel • 
chairman is expected to be 
on the witness tand for most 
of the week and to spend 
much of that time repeating 
post arguments indefence of 
the way ~lelson River plans 
evolved. 
Lake Winnipeg regulation 
and Churchill River 
diversion both went into 
operation i  the fall of 1976. 
The regulation cost $126 
million, and another $222.5 
million was spent on the 
diversion project. 
A last-minute decision by 
Hydro to build some 
generating capacity into the 
Lake Winnipeg regulating 
works added another $189 
million to the cost of the 
over-all Nelson River 
projbct. 
Parti Quebecois 
showing divis ion 
MONTREAL (CP) '--- A been losing support and 
discussion on the Parti 
Quebecois goal of 
sovereignty-association 
Saturday turned into a 
squawking match bet- 
ween sparrows and 
doves. 
The sparrows were led 
by Louise Hard, 
president ofthe Montreal- 
Centre region of the Parti 
Quehecois, which opposes 
Premier Rene Levesque's 
position that political 
sovereignty for Quebec 
and an economic as- 
sociation with Canada re 
inseparable. 
The premier announced 
on Oct. I0 that the 
promised 'referendum on 
Quebec's future will be a 
vote on a mandate to 
negotiate sovereignty and 
association at the same 
thne. 
Ms. Hard told about 40O 
delegates and observers 
attending a weekend 
meeting of the PQ na- 
tional cotmcil t~mt the 
party should push for 
political sovereignty no 
matter.what the outcome 
of negotiations with the 
rest of Canada. 
She likened dissident 
party members to the 
sparrows miners used to 
take with them down the 
shaft at the beginaing of 
the centnry to warn them 
when their air supply ~'as 
about o give out. 
"When the sparrows 
sang it was time to come 
up," she said. 
Levesque, however, 
saw things differently. 
The party is not a 
sparrow, he said, but a 
dove and it ~hould take a 
peacemaker's role. 
The party's goal in the" 
1980 referendum will b~: to 
attract undecided voters 
and it should be seeking a 
"yes" vote to channel 
Quebecers' innate desira 
for change. 
Acceptance of the PQ 
position would be a vote 
for "self.government, 
and at the same time a 
wish to llve together." 
But sparrows chirped in 
from the floor with 
complaints that since the 
premier's October 
statement he PQ has 
i i i i  i i i i 1 ~ 1  
longtime supporters of 
independence have left. 
, "We're all confused. If 
we're confused, how can 
we explain it to people?" 
Othersreminded 
Levesque that the PQ 
program calls for a' 
referendum on Quebec 
sovereignty and makes no 
mention of a referendum 
on association. 
Coming to the defence 
• of Levesque, one delegate 
took Ms. Harel to task, 
saying her stance "was 
for the birds." 
Levesque said the 
session reminded him of 
the 1974 debate in the 
party when the program 
was amended to add the 
step of a referendum to 
approve sovereignty- 
association. 
The .party program can 
be changed again next 
May at the PQ convention 
in Quebec City to add this 
new step of a mandate to 
negotiate bat the goal 
remains tb~ same, he 
said. 
"I haven't changed." 
Sov(~reignty- 
associption would give 
Quehe~ers th~ power to 
make ~heir own laws and 
collett! all taxes in the 
new s~ate, the premier 
said, and he reminded 
members that to the east 
lie ~ tthe Maritime 
provincbs, to the west 
Ontario. 
"We cannot dest roy  
thee economic areas," 
he said/cautioning them 
that Quebec cannot .,:o it 
alone but needs ec(,nomic 
links with Canada. 
"This i~ nvt a one-party 
dictatorship," Levesque 
cl~ided. 
Debgates gave the 
premier a standing 
ovation but the repro. 
sentatives from Mon. 
trealCentre remained 
seated and did not ap- 
plaud. 
Later Ms. Hard told 
reporters it was in- 
conceivable that the 
Montreal-Centre section 
of the party would leave 
over the dispute. The 
region takes in the east. 
end Montreal stronghold 
of the PQ. I 
BY' RICHARD JACKSON 
i 
Ottawa, "" E~er leaf the past five years -- (should 
through the annual review of more correctly be eight 
the Department ofNational years since'R was back Ill 
1970 that the t~uenec 
Defenee? You should. Liberation Front's region of 
It's on sale r.~ all govern- kidnap and murder terror 
ment book shops, many was crushed by 1O,000 troops 
retail book stores, and may flown into Montreal) + 
be ordered irectly from the clearly indieates the need to 
Department of Supply and cope effectively with 
Services. disruption, intimidation and 
Cost: a modest $2+50. violence as a means ot 
Nicely turned out in 112 political action." 
Which means, in both the pages of smooth, coated 
paper, well illuStrated, minds of the High Command 
between two multi.colored at Defence Headquarters, 
heavy stock covers, and it necessarily follows, 
Good value for the money, the federal cabinet.: 
So what's in it? ~ ,'Although containing any 
This, on pages 12 and 13: civil disorder is primarily 
,'Although itis evident that the responsibility of the civil 
the greatest threat to authorities, the Department 
Canadian sovereignty would of National Dofance must 
result from aggression by nonetheless anticipate the 
the Soviet Union and the possibility that emergencies 
MWarsaw Fact, there ,~r: will arise which will require 
lesser threats, mainly o the Canadian Forces be 
non.military nature, which called to aid the civil power, 
could, if left unchecked, in accordance with the 
affect Canada's ability to National Defence Act." 
function as a sovereign Now the topper: 
" I t  is important that state." 
That's the teaser. Canadian authorities should 
Now the come-on: be able to rely upon timely 
"The concept of and effective assistance 
sovereignty involves both from the Canadian Armed 
the legal right and the Forces. 
political will exercis~ the "Canada +'d~es not, 
functions of a state, and the however, acquire and 
maintain armed forces power to enforce those 
solely for this purpese; but  
rl'g~'FWor Canada, this entails rather, some o f  the forces 
an interest rate of 6',~ per the maintenance of the in- maintained for other pur- 
tegrity of its territory - +all poses are also tasked to 
cent. The inquiry has heard ofit, with no rigian or part of provide this necessary 
accusations against Cass- it declaring itself out) - as assistance." 
Beggs from former Premier well as control over the Which means, in fact can 
D.L. Campbell, a member of contigtous ocean areas over only mean? 
the Hydro board in 1970, and which it exercises or claims that the standing Armed 
Forces here in Canada, Hydro's former assistant various degrees of 
t~A ndi~ ~nals ~uth:b~ity" t general manager Kris J ti garrlsonned at the various hat service bases, conceivably 
Krlstjanson. Campbell accused him of includes the St. Lawrence might not he able to cope 
editing the minutes ofbcard'-: River from the Ontario with civil disorder, in- 
meetings, and Krist~a,n~.un '=~ boundary to the AAtlantic.) surrection or rebellion, if 
claimed Cass-Beggs+'~had ' Here the review reports, w idespread ,  f ie rce ly  
orchestrated vents to fit his quite unnecessarily, that this militant and determined 
own preconceived notions, power to control rests ,ot enough. 
However, their testimony nlonewith the "political will' In which case the" Armed 
largely repeated arguments teuseit, but the ability of the Forces based overseas with 
they had expressed publicly Armed Forces to meet any the United Nations peace- 
for many years---often in the challenge against it. keeping units would be 
Then comes the cruncher: airlifted home. 
"Insofar as other national What does Ottawa fear or 
military responsibilities are know that the rest of us 
concerned, experience over don't? 
, , ~ ,  . , . . . . . . . . . .  , . , . 
, m ' i + . i  i 
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Ran Rowe missed this opportunity, but Timbermen made,good on three 
other chances enroute to a 3-1 victory over Smithers Totems Sunday 
Terrace  T imbermen split a 
pair  of  weekend games " 
Timbermen middle frame be~:ore The Timhermen gave Just.23 "see°n'ds~-aft~Heitmrr~ The Terrace 
quick notice that things opemng meem~.,  rfy , 
would be different Sunday, aeueetea t~ora ~oc.nrane s 
Vanderhoof Flyers Saturday scoreboard with his goal at however, as Brad Riley's lon.ghl.ast fromthe point, end 
shot found the target just 26 s.uaaen~ me.~'.om~^ mua 
sccondsinto he game, and it memselves oemna ~-v. 
split a pair of home games on 
the weekend, losing 5-3 to the 
night, but coming back to 
drop the Smithers Totems 3-1 
Sunday afternoon. 
The two teams started 
somewhat  caut ious ly  
Saturday night, and it wasn't 
unt i l  the  11:31 mark of the 
tirst period that Van- 
derhoof'a David Lodge 
opened the scoring to give 
the Flyers a 1-0 advantage. 
Dei Meenlmw assisted on the 
play. Don Borne added 
enotber for Vanderhoof at 
17:45, aed the Flyers led 2-0 
going into the second period. 
Vanderheof Captain Del 
Messhaw had upped the 
count to 3-O at 5:O3 ot" the 
Houston Hill finally got the 
Timbermen on the 
10:40 of the period, 
narrowing the gap to 3-1 
going into.the final twenty 
minutes. 
David Silver restored the 
Flyers three goal lead with 
his goal at 5:21 of the third, 
to make it 4-1, but the count 
became 4-2 when Terry 
Grimm connected with a 
power play goal at 12:10. 
Barry HeR added another 
Timhermen goal at 15:06, 
end suddenly it was a one 
goal game, 4-3. It took just 
another 46 seconds, however, 
for David Ledge to score his 
second goal of the game to 
round out the scoring, giving 
Vanderhoof the 5-3 wilt 
Riley added another at 7:02 
to give the Timbermen a 2-0 
lead over the Smithers 
Totems going into the second 
path rind. 
ough the second period 
was scoreless, the Totems 
had numerous opportunities, 
and if not for the fine 
goaitonding ofKim Glocden, 
could have walked away 
with the game then. The 
Totems outshot Terrace 15-5 
in that 20 minute span. 
As they had in the first 
period, the" Timbermen 
struck quickly in the third. 
LOSE 7-2 
Flyers drub Leafs 
the trading block early in the 
season, opened the scoring at 
3:25 of the first period when 
he took a perfect pass from 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - -  
DON Saleski and Rick 
MacLeish scored two goals 
each Suday night to pace 
Philadelphia Flyers to a 7-2 
drubbing of Toronto Maple 
Leafs in National Hockey 
League action. 
Saleski, rumored to he on 
Paul Evans and lifted the 
puck over Toronto 
goaltender Paul Harrison 
~'om the right circle. 
Hawks lead Smythe 
goals, and had blanked the 
Black Hawks until Bor- 
delesu connected. 
Darcy Rota gave the 
Hawks a 3-1 lead at 12:47 of 
the first period when 
Olcschuk was yanked in 
favor of Plaase. 
was already 1-0 Terrace. Jim Stephene was the only 
Dofeneeman Bob Dailey 
made it 2-0 just 39 seconds 
later, slapping his own 
rebound past Harrison after 
coming from behind the net. 
The Flyers put the game 
out of reach with two more 
goals in 19 seconds later in 
the same period. 
CHCAGO (AP) - -  J.P. 
Bordelcau's goal with 7:58 
left in the game Sunday night 
gave Chicago a 4-3 victory 
over Colorado Rockies and 
lifted the Black Hawks into 
first place in the Smythe 
Division of the National 
Hockey League. 
Ted Bulley took the puck 
away from Don Awrey and 
gave it to Bordeleau who 
finally broke the spell of 
relief goalie Michel Plasse. 
Plassc had taken over for 
starter Bill OIesch~, who 
allowed three first.period 
Totem to beat Timbermen 
goaltender Kim Gloeden the 
whole game, and he did it in 
fine style. Using teammate 
Greg Zavadnk as a decoy on 
a 2 on I break, Stephuns heat 
Gloeden with a hard wrist 
shot hat was tow to the glove 
side at 8:39 to make it 3-1. 
Smithers came on strong 
Bob Murray. and John 
Marks had scored in the first 
six minutes to give Chicago a 
2-0 lead, Wilt Paiement 
made the score 2-1 and 
scored again 12 seconds into 
the second period on a power 
play to make the score 3-2. 
after that, but a steady 
performance by Gloeden 
with the help of a couple of 
goalposts hat got in the way 
of key shots kept the Totems 
at bay the remainder of the 
game, giving Terrace the 3-1 
victory along with the split of 
weekend games. 
The Terrace Ti]nhermen's 
next home game is Wed. 
nesday night, 8:30 P.M., 
when they will play host to 
the speedy Kitimat Win- 
terhawks, the surprise team 
of the PNWHL so far this 
sea~on. The game is sure to 
be action packed and ex- 
citing, as the Timbermen are 
a much improved team of 
late, and are anxious to 
prove to Terrace fans that 
they are capable of skating 
with any team in the league. 
'NEATHERLAND OVERSEAS 
Requires asenior Forest Technician with a .minimum 
of two (2) years layout experience pxus ome lnggmg 
supervision experience. Candidates must be prepared 
to work out of an isolated camp one hundred and fifty 
(150) miles northwest ofPrince George. Salary will be 
compeascrate with experience. Contact: 
D.Dow 
N.O.M. Box 789 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L4T3 
(563-7761) 
'TNVlTES" you to attend 
our "CHRISTMAS SHOW" 
on November 19 from 
12 noon - 
5:00 p,m. 
¢ r  " , " , 
Wide Variety of Christmas 
Items Wi// Be Displayed. 
200  discount on all 
orders I laced on this day. 
191 HAISLA BLVD. Kitimit 
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IN COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
Totem Ford shuts out G&A 
In Terrace Commercial the Ford team could muster 
Hockey League action in the first period, and the 
Thursday at the Terrace lead carried into the middle 
Arena, league scoring leader frame. 
Rend Michaud went on a MikeFordscoredat4:48of 
three goal binge, and the seeondperied, 
assisted on two others, as and it was 2.0. Bob Peacock's 
Totem Ford shut out Gordon goal at 11:35 increased the 
& Anderson 6-0. margin to 3-0 going into the 
Michaud didn't waste final twenty minutes of play. 
much time getting started, Peacock scored once again 
as his first goal came just just 55 seconds into the third 
1:04 into the game, to give period, and it looked as 
Totem Ford an early 1-0 though t~e game was 
lend.Thatwasalltheoffense d veloping into a contest 
Canadiens sweep 
weekend series 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - -  The CanadienS went ahead 
Montreal's Guy Lafleur, who with a pair of second-period 
scored three times against goals. Marie Tremblay 
Buffalo on S~turday, ,etted scored a power-play goal on 
the goahead goal in the a screened shot from 40 feet 
second period of their out. l~flear, who assisted on 
National Hockey League Tremblay's goal, then put 
rematch Sunday night as the the Caoadiens ahead with a 
Canadiens posted a 4-I point-blank shot from the 
victory. : ; ,  edge of the crease after 
The Sabres, with- o~e taking Steve Shott's pass 
victory in their las! six from behind the net. It was 
outings, took the l~d on his 17th goal of the season. 
Danny Gare's firstperiod . . . . . . . .  
• :,, The t~anaanens tereo power-play goal• Gflles . . 
v ,,..; . . . . .  ; .  ,~o h..~ fo~V~twnce m 51 seconds early in 
i'~b~the third penod to put the highstiekng when Crm ~.  b 
.=re=o., ..~,,d ~ P-are ~gameoutofreach.Shutttonk 
.-.'- ...-~/ vT-:,:- - : . ' :_~ =?iWa pass from Lafleur and me mae ot me net anu ,c 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ scored from about 30 feet jammea me pUCK ul~" . . . 
a.=n=.ao,, r~,~h.n v gyl Doug Jarws got the final 
r~rmp'~ nnd~ nnd intn the ,  goal from short range after 
net. skating in from the corner. 
between the Ford players to going to Gordon & Andarlm~ 
see who could score the must Ironically, G&A ~ the 
goals. It turned out to be just Totem Ford team 92-16, bat 
that, as Rend Michaud got it wasn't enough, u the 
his second goal of the game score indicates. 
at 5:05 of the period, and The ne~t scheduled auglon 
rounded out the scoring with in the Terrace Commercial 
his third goal of the night at Hockey League hl tonIEbt, I t  
11:07 of the final frame to the Terrace Arena, vdNm 
give Totem Ford the 6-0 win. McEwan GM takes on 
The game was cleanly Skeena Hotel at 8:4S P.M., 
played with just eight and the Terrace Chr~r  
minutes in penalties called Juveniles go against Totem 
the whole time, 6 minutes Ford at 10:45 P.M. 
I[ you arn onzoUed as a member in a Weight Watchers ® 
class listed below by December 9, 1978, we will protect 
you against any rate increase in our weekly meeting fee 
untill;~miza..~_197_Z~. 
But please act r.ow. As o! December 1 O, 197B the 
reqistzafion fee willin~ea,~e $I.O0 and the weekly 
meeting lee will increase 50¢ for those not abeady 
enrolled in a participatinq chss. 
Only members enroUed by December g, 197B can 
enjoy thin money saving offer, (I/youdropou~rareincr~.~ 
wdl apply should you decade to re.regisre:) 
Sowhy not join newt 
Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle. Tues. - 7 p.m. 
C4f~r qood in clames in these p~t~cipatino ~ess only. 
For the location o[ the cla~s nearest you, call: 
HELP!! 
wrdGilr 
TheAuthor i~ 
O 
IS 
~NEED HELP finishing ceramic Xmas present= 
We are offering supervised workshop tmtill)oc. :M 
on 
FTues. & Weds. I p.m.- 5 p.m. 7:20 p.m.-g:80 p.m. 
Open Workshop Thurs..- 5 p.m. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
) THE HOBBY HUT 
4444 Lakeise Av e. ~ ~t l~ l~ 
A 
YOU wo 
findak 
lt be 
Im'titl 
\ 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
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Hinkle, 
; ramey 
,'r • 
Wl l l  
ilplayoff 
LARGO, Fla. (AP) , -  ~7,.  while the Hill- 
Ion Hlnkle and Pat Brewnlee pair shot 69 for 
Bradley birdied the first their 267. 
hole of a sudden.death Persistent in their 
playoff Sunday f~ a one- challenge, Hill-Brownlee 
stroke win worth 130~000 ' tied the leaders at the 
apiece in the mixed teams turn and again at the fin. 
golf championship, iah to force the overtime. 
• With an eight-foot Brewnlee sunk a 15-footer 
birdie putt on the 15th-. onthe tSth hole for the tie. 
hole,. Hinide managed to Hill and Brownlec will 
• regain his team's twoday 
lead over Mike Hill and 
Vivian Brownlee, who 
caught up to them twice 
in final round of the 
$300,000 event at  Bard- 
moor Country Club. 
Hinkle-Bradley shot a 
71 in regu la t ion•  p lay  
split $39,000. 
Hinkle, ranked 16th in 
the PGA, and Bradley, 
No. 2 in the LPGA, shot 
two bogeys and were two- 
over par on the 10th hole 
before they came back 
with five birdies to win on 
the ?,015-yard course. 
Jerry Pate and ]lollis 
Stacy sunk ~,five birdies 
but it was mdy enough io 
lift them from fifth place 
into a third-place 17: 
under-par finish. They 
came in with a final 
rounds of 67 for a 271 
finish and $12,000 apiece 
The mixed eve~fl, in its 
third year, attracted tile 
top 10 LPGA players and 
six of the top l0 from the 
PGA. The format was the 
same as last year. Both 
golfers teed off, then 
switched balls. After their 
second swing, they 
alternated shots to the 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
, .  o 
f: :: 
I 
SKEENA VALLEY TOOVE Y 
'SERVICE RENTALS LTD. 
! Most Anything- Most Anytime For UBeuny OANAVENTURE ,,.,s, YAMAHA 
- (O.,,ACTORS-i,O.STR .i,O,ViOU'LS ,out.r, DOLMAR 
.~ motors) (chain saws)  Hours: Men, - Sat. 6-6 " 
!i:i ' Hours: Mon. - Set. q ~. 635 7417 4946 Oreig Aveflua Dealer Licence " P,one,s.~4,~ 4946 6reig Nomher o~ot3A 635-5929 
i I 
~ITCHEN CABINETS " VANIT IES  " INSTALLATION TERRACE ANSWERING BUR EAU 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: wooo 
ARr 'A  MANAGER Ii~ABINETS r3RAD REESE 
359 - 5TH AVENUE 
PR INCE GEORGE.  B.C.  V2L  3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .1488 
RES 562.2281 FREE EST IMATES 
- ,  I 
? rraoe Electronic Repairs U& 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIiH 
:; ~ ~ SERVICE ON ALL 
: '  ~ MAKES OF T.V.'s V] 
: : ~ ;  Warrenty Depot for 
~i ' Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
; Sylvania 
MeN. .  SAT. 8 a .m. .  S p.m. 
4623 Lakelse 
, 
PHON r O3S.3OOa 
": BARNEY'S SHOES & REPAIR 
HARNESS AND SHOES REPAIR  
SHOE SALES.  WORK BOOTS AND LOGGER BOOT REPAIRS  .. 
Skate Sharpening 
2907 CLARK ST. TERRACE:  B .C .  
r ' " "  . . . . . .  ' 
"DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
.i 
i "  i ~  RadioPhone 
• . .~,~, ' .~ ' .~ ' .£ : .  . .• 635-2948' 
:t ~. 3923 Simpson Creaent 
t 
'~ 4,~"~v Greig • " ' %¢18 
ICBC AUTO 
insurance 
635-5232 
I 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custe.m Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
ReD~ir - Van Conversion Accessories. R.V. Suppllns - 
Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops • 
Headliners • Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V,W. Seats 
recovered in original color end material, front & back 
$27s Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. Complete 
Corvetter supplies, Antique Auto Restoration 
P R, 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635-4348 
638-6195 
ANSWERING, 
"" PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCO PY IN G 
~:' SERVICES • 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
.'.-., 4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C, VOG 1V5 
i ; i 
I 
".BOOK NOOK" 
wBUY, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Books 2 for 1 
e have a good selection of Hard Covered Books. 
~. : Open New Location , ;~ ' 
10.6 'rue. - Thu.. Sat. 
$211Kalum 10-9 Friday 
GLACIER L 4418 Legion Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
l L t  
i i  l l~  J ,  
• MR, BUSINESSMAH! 
/! is Spaoe is Reserved 
For Your ld. 
J II IIII I ~ 
Ir . . . .  I 
~' ' Ydlowhcasd F'n~ Prorat ion  and ~ " YeUowhead Secur i t iesSydems i~ .  
PRIvAII It+,, I ~ I1{ ,A II qt 
4625 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE. B.C. 
VSG 3NS 
PHONE 1604} 635 3863 
OR (604} 635 31161 
v,o.s I[ L I* 
WELCOME ORDE RD, 
, ,  | I i i  i 
HALLIwELL,,, 
II I I I I  I 
Gall us at 63§-6357 9 to 5 
Ill I Illllll I 
Sunday NFL roundup 
but they have a better to John Stallworth. The Perry and Dick Jauron. l,os Angeles Rams, win- 
ners of five straight National 
Football Conference West 
titles nnder coach Chuck 
Knox. extended their 
divisional domination Sun- 
day, taking the cham- 
pionship for the sixth year in 
a row. 
The opportunistic Rams, 
11-3 under the guidance of 
Ray Malavasi, did it with a 
20-17 victory over New York 
Giants, 5-9, who suffered 
their sixth consecutive loss. 
an intercepted pass--Los 
Angeles' fourth interception 
of the game--then scored the 
winning points on Frank 
Corral's 35-yard field goal 
after Dave Elmendorf's 
fumble recovery and 39.yard 
return ~o the Giants' 20. 
Only two other "teams in 
National Football League 
Idstory have won six con- 
seculive divisional titles-- 
Cleveland Browns from 1950. 
5.5 and Dallas Cowboys from 
1966-71. 
Pittsburgh Steelers also 
clinched their division 
Sunday, winning the 
American Football Con- 
ference Central title, defeat- 
ing Houston Oilers 13-3. The 
Steelers' I2-2 record is the 
best in the league. 
Dallas 'became the third 
team to clinch a division, 
overcoming New England 
Patriots 17-10 and winning 
the NFC East title. The 
Cowboys, 10-4, are two 
games ahead of Washington 
tiebreaker record than 
either the Redskins or the 
Eagles. 
The Iosa reduced the 
Patriots' AFC East lead to 
one game over Miami, the 
Dolphins closing round with 
a 16-0 victory over slumping 
Washington, the Redskins 
suffering their first shutout 
since 1971. 
Meanwhile, Minnesota 
Vikings and Green Bay 
Packers, each 8-8-1, 
remained tied for first place 
in the NFC Central. The 
Vikings rode Fran Tarken- 
ten's four touchdown passes, 
including a 20-yarder to Ah- 
mad Rashad with 1:49 
remaining, to a 28-27 
triumph over Philadelphia. 
The Packers downed Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers 17-7. 
In other games, Cincinnati 
Bengals routed Atlanta 
Falcons 37-7, New York Jets 
beat Baltimore Colts 24.16, 
St. Louis Cardinals topped 
Detroit Lions 21-14, New 
Orleans Saints defeated San 
FranciSco '49ers 24-13, Kan-  
sas City Chiefs edged Buffalo 
Bills 14-10 and Seattle 
Saahawks routedCleveland 
Browns 47-24. 
In a late game Sunday, 
Oakland Raiders and Denver 
Broncos, tied for the AFC 
West lead with 8-5 records, 
met at Oakland. 
Chicago Bears visit San 
Diego Chargers tonight. 
P i t t sburgh  stopped 
Houston, 9-5, by forcing six 
turnovers and scoring on 
Oilers' standout rookie run- 
nlng back, Earl Campbell, 
suffered bruised ribs late in 
the first quarter and never 
returned to action, 
Dallas rallied from a 10-3 
third-quarter deficit and 
beat New England, 10-4, on 
two touchdown passes by 
Roger Staubacb-the first a 
40-yard play to Tony Hill on a 
fleaflicker and a 36.yarder to 
Billy Joe DuPrse. 
Miami, 9-5, shackled 
Wnsbington with an airtight 
defence that picked off four 
Joe Theismann passes and 
an offence that got three 
field goals from Garo 
Yepremian and a 40.yard 
pass from Bob Griese to 
Jimmy Cefalo. Yepremisn 
now has kicked 12 con- 
seoutive field goals over 
seven games. 
Tarkenton tied Minnesota 
club records with 30 com- 
pletions in 56 attempts, good 
for 239 yards and the four 
touchdowns  aga ins t  
Philadelphia. He hit six of 
nine passes during the 
winning drive, which 
covered90 yards in abont 5'/~ 
minutes. 
Green Bay used David 
Whitehurst's passing--he 
completed 13 of 19 at. 
tempts--in beating the in- 
jury-riddled Buccaneers, 5.9. 
Cincinnati, winner of only 
one of 13 previous games, 
jolted Atlanta's playofl 
hopes, destroying the 
Falcons, 8-6, on Pete 
Johnson's two touchdowns 
The Jets, 8-6, celebrated 
the 10th anniversary of their 
Super Bowl IIlchampionship 
victory over Baltimore, 
beating the Colts, 5.9, with 
the help of touchdown passes 
of 48 and 30 yards to from 
Matt Robinson to Wesley 
Walker. 
St. Louis, 5-9, broke a 14-14 
tie against Detroit, 5-9, on 
Jim HaWs 53.yard touch- 
down pass play to rookie 
Dave Stief midway through 
the final period. Hart passed 
for a total of 161 yards, 
putting him over the 2,-500- 
yard mark for the sixth time 
in'iris 13-year NFL career. 
Rookie wide receiver Wes 
Chandler scored his first two 
NFL touchdowns--one ona 
58.yard sprint after catching 
a pass one yard behind the 
line of scrimmage and the 
othpr a 12-yarder on a 
controversial call in the end 
zone for New Orleans, 641, 
against San Francisco, 1-13. 
The victory was New 
Orlcans's sixth of the season, 
the most in its history. 
Mike Livingstou's three- 
yard touchdown pass to 
Walter White nn the final 
play of the third quarter 
lifted Kansas City, 4-10, past 
Buffalo, 4-10. 
Seattle, 8-6, won its third 
game in a row, hammering 
Cleveland, 7-7, with David 
Sims rushing for three 
touchdowns and defensive 
end Bill Gregory recovering 
two fumbles by Browns 
quarterback Brian Sipe that 
Roy Gerela's two field goals runs--including one for 50 the Seahawks turned into 
and Philadelphia, each 8-6 and a five-yard touchdown yards--and touchdown i ter- scores• Sipe passed for three 
with two games remaining, pass from Terry Bradshaw ception returns by Scott touchdowns. 
_MIGH T FIGHT AGAIN 
Al i  d " h" " en les  IS re t i rement  
NEW" YORK (AP) -- 
Muhammad All denied, 
Saturday that he will for- 
mally announce his 
retirement from boxing at a 
news couference here 
Thursday. 
A story in Saturday's 
editions of the New York 
Daily News said All will 
formally announce his 
retirement at news confer- 
ence he is scheduled to at- 
tend and quoted him as 
saying, "I want nothing to do 
with boxing any more. I am 
going on to a new life." 
But the world heavyweight 
champion said by phone 
from Natchez, Miss., where 
he is filming the movie 
Freedom Road, he meant 
that he didn't want anything 
to do with boxing once he. 
retires. 
"I might fight again,: You 
never know what I might 
do." 
All, who has announced his 
retirement i  the past only to 
retire again, has indicated 
on several occasions ince 
regaining World Boxing 
Association title recognition 
by beating Leon Spinks last 
Sept. lS that he will not fight 
again. And many boxing 
observers feel All, who will 
he 37 Jan. 17, will retire. 
Bob Anita, Who has 
promoted several All fights 
and who was trying to match 
All with tight heavyweight 
champion Mike Roesman, 
said earlier in the week that 
All "has let me know he 
doesn't want to fight Ros- 
smart and that he might not 
fight again." 
Saturday, All said, "You 
never knew, someone might 
offer me $10 million." 
The Thursday news 
conference has been celled 
i~ Butch Lewis to publicize a
xing show he is promoting 
in nearby White Plains on 
Dec. 18. Joe Frazier is also is 
scheduled to attend, as is 
amateur standout Greg 
Page. 
"I'm net coming there for 
Butch Lewis," All said. "I 
have nothing to do with 
Butch Lewis or with any 
promotion, rm coming for 
Greg Page. He's a Louisville 
boy tAll is from Louisville, 
Ky.).  Greg Page is going to 
turn pro. and l want to give • 
him a sendoff." 
Greg Campbell, a business 
repr~entative forAll, said: 
"It would be a mistake for 
him to a]mounce his 
retirement. The 
heavyweight championship 
means money." 
Campbell said All has until 
June to make a retirment 
decision. At that time he 
would be required by the 
WBA to sign for a title 
de fence. 
"I'm leaving there 
Thursday as the 
heavyweight champion," 
said All, who considers 
himself champion of all the 
world oveu though the World 
Boxing Council recognizes 
Larry Holmes. 
IN COMEBACK FASHION 
U.S. wins Federation Cup 
MELBOURNE (AP) -- 
The United States became 
the first country to win the 
Federation Cup in three 
successive years when it 
rallied to beat the host 
Austeaiian team 2-1 behind 
veterans Chris Evert and 
Billie Jean King in a tense 
final Sunday. 
King and Evert clinched 
the litle when they outlasted 
Kerry Reid and Wendy 
Turnbull 4-6, 6-1,'6.4 in a 104- 
minute struggle in the 
deciding doubles match. 
Earlier, Reid beat young 
Amerca n 'rracy Austin 6-3, 6- 
3 and Evert downed Turnbull 
3-6, 6-1, 0-t to set up the 
crucial doubles match. 
Fittingly, it was King, the 
grand old lady of tennis, who 
wrapped up the remarkable 
comeback by the 
Americans-- hammering a 
service that Reid couldn't 
handle for match point. The 
elated Americans threw 
their racquets high into the 
air and fell into each others 
arms as team. member Rosie 
Casals rushed onto the court. 
"We were concerned with 
our loss in the Wightman Cup 
tin Britain) and we knew we 
had to pull together and give 
it all we had," King said. 
"And that's exactly what we 
did." 
The Australians, spurred 
on by a vocal home crowd, 
looked set for an upset 
victory when they broke 
Evert's erve in the seve,th 
game of the opening set, 
winning 6-4. But the Ameri- 
can pair fought back 
strongly and twice broke 
Raid's ervice to wrap up the 
second set 6-1 in only 23 
minutes. 
Several times in the 
deciding set the umpire had 
to appeal to the crowd for 
silence as the four players 
hammered volleys at each 
other and fought mag. 
nificient baseline battles. 
Reid and Turnbull grabbed 
an early lead when King 
dropped serve for the only 
time in the match in the 
second game. But the lead 
was short-lived. Reid lost her 
serve in the next game and 
again in the seventh game 
when she twice misjudged 
returns from King which she 
let go only to watch in 
despair as they dropped onto 
the conrt. 
It was Reid who earlier 
had set up the chance of an 
Australian victory by 
downing Austin, and she was 
the dominant player when 
she combined with Turnbull 
to beat the Soviet Union in 
the semi-finals. 
BR UINS.RANGERS 
Wensink pots game winner 
NEW YOHK (AP) -- John 
Wensink's goal with 3:38 re- 
maining Sunday night gave 
Boston a3-2 National Hockey 
League victory over New 
York and continued the 
Bruins' domination of the 
Rangers at their Madison 
Square (;arden home. 
Ull Nilsson's horthanded, 
breakaway goal at 5:42 of the 
third period had capped the 
Rangers' comeback from a 
2-0 deficit. But Wensink sank 
a 10-font shot froom directly 
in front of New York 
goaltender John Davidson to 
--  give the Bruins their eighth 
consecutive victory here 
since March 23, 1975. 
The win was Boston's 
fourth in a row and extended 
the Bruins' unbeaten streak 
, , over all to eight games. And 
it was the sixth victory with 
onetie for netminder Gerry 
Cheerers in the seven games 
he has played this season. 
Defenceman AI films set 
tip a goal by A! Secord at 
17:{?J of the first period, then 
sent a 55-fnet shot past 
Davidson at i:o3 of the 
second period for a 2-0 
Boston lead. 
Boston's defence held New Rangers to within one. 
York without a shot for the At 5:42 of the third period, 
first 121/2 minutes of the with the Rangers' Marie 
second period. Then Steve Marois in the penalty box for 
Vickers took a 15-foot . holding, Niisson worked his 
backhander and Phil Es- magic against Cheerers. 
posito knocked in the 
rebound to bring the A Boston pass skimmed 
between Dick Redmond and 
Brad Park at the blueline, 
leaving Nilsson to break in 
with Anders Hedberg. With 
no.defenceman near, Nilsson 
lifted a 15-foot shot over 
Cheevers's left arm to bring 
New York even. 
WINS ONTARIO OPEN 
i 
Santamarie jude champ 
TORONTO (CP) -- Mich 
Santamarie of New Jersey 
captured the men's 
heavyweight class in the 
annual International Ontario 
Open jude championships on 
Saturday. 
Mark Berger of Winnipeg 
finished second and Ron 
Hambson of Hamilton, Ont,, 
was third in the over-95 
kilograms.category. 
Aodree Barette of Quebec 
City won both the women's 
under-72 kilograms clam and 
the women's open weight 
class, as well as capturing 
the best echnique award for 
women's black belt com- 
petitum. 
Batty Stann of Ohio placed 
secend in the open class and 
Cindy Sollanski of Michigan 
was third. Stann abe won the 
under-66 kilo class with 
Michele Boi leau of 
M iss i sSauga,  Ont. second 
and Soilanskl third. 
In other men's results: Ml. 
chaei Baric of Toronto won 
the under.OS kilo class; Louis 
Jani won the under-~ kilo, 
class; Kevin Doherty of 
North Bay, Ont., took the 
ander-78 kilo; Ron Angus of 
Burlington, Ont., won the 
trader.71 kilo; Pierre Che. 
nier d Sept Isles, Que., won 
the under-65 kilo, and Phtliip 
Takahashi of Ottawa won the 
trader-60 kilo. 
Doherty, a member of the 
national jude team, also 
captured the best technique 
award. 
In other women's results: 
Nicole Forget of Montreal 
won the under-6l kilo class; 
Jeri Bindell of New Jersey 
won the under-56 kilo; Patti 
Sheffield of Mississauga won 
the under-S2 kilo, and Denise 
Dhivierge of Quebec City 
won the under 48-kilo. 
Bindeii also took the best 
technique award for brown 
belts. 
NHL Saturday 
Marcel Dionne set a Los , goaltenders l~9b Sauve and 
Angeles Kings club record Randy Ireland. Ken Dryden 
by scoring in his sixth 
consecutive game in 
National Hockey League 
action Saturday night and 
may be off to his best year 
yet. 
Dionne scored item 19th goal 
of the season • as the Kings 
heat Detroit Red Wings 5.2. 
He leads the league in goals 
scored and has compiled his 
total in just 22 games of an 
80.game schedule. 
The Kings scored all their 
goals in the second period to 
overcome a 1.0 Detroit lead. 
Dave Taylor, .Butch Goring, 
Murray Wilson, Bert Wilson 
and Dionne scored to counter 
a goal by Detroit's Nick 
Lihett. Paul Woods com- 
pleted the scoring .wi~. a. 
shorthanded goal in me m~ra 
period. 
The loss left Detroit 
wirdess in its last 10 road 
games with an 0-7-3 record, 
while the victory gave Los 
Angeles its seventh win in its 
last 11 games against two 
ties and a pair of losses. 
In other games Saturday,, 
Montreal Canadiens 
trounced Buffalo Sabres 8-I, 
Toronto Maples Leafs 
defeated New York Rangers 
5-2, New York Islanders beat 
Colorado Rockies 5.2, Boston 
Brins downed Philadelphia 
Flyers 5-3, Pittsburgh 
Penguins beat Chicago 
Black Hawks 5-2 and St. 
Louis Blues beat Washinton 
Capitals 5-2. 
Pittsburgh put together a
three-game winning streak 
for the first time since 
March, 1977, and moved into 
third place in the Norris 
Division with its win over 
Chicago. 
Rookie Rod Schutt and 
veteran Dale Tallon had a 
goal and an assist each to 
pace the Penguins. Other 
Pittsburgh goals came fom 
0rest Kindrachuk, Ron 
Stackhouse and Greg 
Malone, Chicago got goals 
from Grant Mulvey and Jim 
Harrison. 
Guy Lafleur led the 
Montreal attack against 
Buffalo with three goals and 
an assist, while Steve Shutt 
added a goal and assisted on 
four others. ' 
Sabres' defenceman 
Jocelyn Gouvremont opened 
the scoring early in the first 
period before Montreal 
struck back. The Caoadiens 
fired 37 shots at Buffalo 
faced just 19 shots in the 
Montreal nets. 
Other Montreal goals were 
by Mario Tremblay, Pierre 
Mondou, Doug Jarvis and 
Bob Gainey. 
Darryl Sittler and Pat 
Boutette ach scored twice 
and Lanny McDonald added 
the other goal as Toronto 
erased a 2-0 Ranger lead and 
stopped New York's attempt 
at an NHL consecutive-game 
winning record. 
New York had been riding 
a seven.game streak and 
was trying for the record- 
tying eighth game. Anders 
Hedberg and Lucien DeBois 
set the club off in the rght 
direction before Toronto took 
control of the scoring. 
Bryan Trottier scored his 
12th goal of the season and it 
proved to be the winner as 
the Islanders downed 
Colorado and extended their 
tmheatenstreak to 12 games. 
Wayne Merrick, Bob 
Nystrom and Trottier gave 
the Islanders a 3-0 lead 
before Jack Valiquette could 
reply for the Rockies. 
Valiquette scored twice for 
the Rockies. 
The win moved the 
Islanders into first place in 
the Patrick Division with a 
15-3-4 record, the best in the 
NHL. New York is two points 
up on Atlanta Flames. 
Tbe Flames, who were at 
one time 10-0-2, now are 15-9- 
2 after losing their second 
consecutive game to the 
North Stars. 
Gary Sargent scored twice 
to lead Minnesota with ether 
goals coming from Mike 
Polich, his first NHL gval, 
Glen Sharpley and AI 
MacAdam. Guy Chouioard, 
his leth goal, Red Laurence 
and Jean Pronovost replied 
for Atlanta. 
Bernie Federko scored 
once and added three assists 
and linemate Wayne Bnbych 
scored twice to power St. 
Louis past Washington. 
Larry Patey and R:b 
Murdoch added the other 
Blues scores. Guy Charron 
and Greg Carroll scored for 
Washington. 
The win was St. Louis' 
sixth in 26 games, while the 
Ices was Wshington's 16th .in 
25 games . . . .  
Under dog win 
MARSALA, Sicily 
(Reuter) -- Marvin Johnson 
of Indianapolis battled 
Yugoslav titleholder Mate 
Parlov into submission aRer 
less than 10 rounds of their 
scheduled 15.rotind bout 
Saturday night to take the 
World Boxing Council light- 
heavyweight crown. 
The 24-year-old Johnson 
demolished Parlor, ending 
his n-month reign as the 
only East European boxer to 
hold a world title. 
Taking the fight tc the fa- 
vored Yugoslav from the 
outset, Johnson forced the 
pace until Parley twice 
slipped to the canvas--more 
the result of tiredness than 
anything, else--and took 
compulsory counts in the 
10th round. 
After the second 
knockown, with less than 30 
seconds left in the round, 
Parlor's seconds signalled 
that their man had had 
enough-and British referee 
Roland Dakin stopped the 
light, 
;,., { 
AREA OFFICE 
ADMINISTRATOR 
FORT ST. JOHN AND WILLIAMS LAKE 
Highly 3killed administrators are re.quired to fill 
positions in our Fort St. John and Wdliams Lake 
offices. 
The Administrator is responsible for managing and 
directing the overall operation and day-to-day 
funclion ng of the olfice in addition to managing the 
c aims adjudication function. Responsibilities in- 
clude superv sion of staff, including hiring disci- 
plining and terminating, the quality of adjudication, 
ra ning and the development and recommenda- 
tion or changes to systems and procedures within 
the office. The incumbent is required to manage a 
partial or full claims caseload as circumstances 
dictate. 
Qualifications include a minimum of grade 12 
educaton preferably supplemented with ad- 
vanced education at univers ty evel, with at least 
five year's experience in industry. Practical experi- 
ence n an activity such as claims adjudication and 
a general knowledge of analomy and traumatic 
medicine would be beneficial. 
The successful candidate will have good • leader- 
sh p qualities with proven experience and the 
ability to eslablish a positive relationship with staff 
and those with whom the Board deals; and the 
ability to make decisions and to clearly and 
effectively communicate these decisions both 
verbally and in writing. 
Starting salary: $1909.00 per month (subject 
COLA). 
CLAIMS ADJUDICATOR 
PRINCE GEORGE 
The Claims Adjudicator is responsible for the 
adjudicat on and management of complex claims 
received at the Board involving personal service 
and ongoing contacl with various people and 
agencies; physicians, employers, union and other 
representat ves, as well as the injured workers. The 
position demands a high level of ability, initiative, 
intellecl and judgement, logether with tenacity and 
tact in sensitive and confidential matters. 
Qualifications include a minimum of grade 12 
education preferably supplemented with ad- 
vanced education at university level and twoyears 
" '°,;t~LJ o~perience in commerce. The ability to 
,.,,~ke decisions and to communicate these deci- 
sions, both verbally and in writing is essential. 
The successful candidate will be required to travel 
extensively throughout he province. 
Starting salary: $1384 per month (subject COLA). 
REHABILITATION 
CONSULTANT 
FORT ST. JOHN 
The Rehabilitation Consultant interviews, counsels 
and initiates appropriate rehabilitation measures 
• .:to.assiSt the injured workers' return to employment. 
' Fle~she assesses the employment handicap; 
• evaluates social, academic, industrial and motiva- 
tional factors; arranges assessment, treatment or 
:raining services. The Rehabilitation Consultant 
works closely with employers, trade unions, the 
medical profession, government and private 
agencies. 
The position demands the ability to work with 
judgernenl, tenacity and tact in sensitive and 
confidential matters. The ability to make decisions 
and to effectively communicate these decisions, 
,both.verbally and in writing is essential. 
' Qua f calior S include minimum grade 12 educa- 
' t~oni'preferably supplemented with specialized 
advanced education at University level and a 
m n mum.of live years related and varied experi- 
ence preferably in industrial relations,personnel, 
soc a services or counselling. A goodtechnical 
background and/or knowledge of industries would 
be beneficial and an understanding of the effects 
of traumatic injury is desirable. 
Starting salary: $1827.00 per month (subjecl 
COLA). 
Applications for each po'sition including resume of 
qualifications, details of experience and personal 
particulars should be directed to: 
Employee Relations Director, 
~ UJORKERS' 
cOmPENSATION 
BOARD~'~ 
5255 Heather Slreel 
Vancouver. BC 
V5Z 3L8 
h~phone 2660211 
h!lo~ 04.507765 
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A All listings subjeot to 
change without notioo. 
MONDAY 5 p.m. to midnight 
(NBC) (CBr.I (CTVI (PB$) 
51 Bumett News 
14s Cont'd. 
--is  1 M- Moore Million Rogers HOurglass Dollar Electric 
Cent'd. Man ComPanY 
6 ! Cont'd. Cont'd. 145 Cont'd. 
Monday J News [ Growing 
Evening Hour Years 
Movie Cont'd. Dick 
'The Fortune' Cent'd. Cavett 
:00 ISeattle 
: I s Tonight 
: 30 Hollywood 
: 45 Squares 
Cont'd. I Grand Old MacNeil 
Cont'd. I country Lehrer 
Cont'd. I The Battle 
~ j 4 . ~ ~  Line 
J 
To' Be I Contd. 'Fall of 
I Contd. Eagles 
M,A~.H, I C ht~istian . Cont'd. 
Cont;¢l. I Ref. Church Cont'd. 
81 [,.,e House On Prairie 
: 45 Cont'd. 
At Movies Special Cont'd. Who 
'Suddenly, 'Wayne and Cont'd. Dared 
14-5 iF, Love' Shustar' Cont'd. Cont'd. 
10"IC°'d IHO I I °v'e 11S Cont'd. Steaks Grant 'I See a 
: 30 Cont'd. Cont'd. Show Dark 
: 4~, " Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Stranger' 
11  I "ew° i Cont'd. Tonight 
45 Show 
t . i ,  National News Cont'd. 
Night News Hour Cont'd. 
Final Final Congr. 
Kojak L a ~ ' ~  Outlook 
Cant'd. Show The 
Cont'd. 'London Rockfm, 
Cont'd. Conspiracy' Files 
12 J C-,d. Cont'd. ont'd. 
=s Cont'd. 
TUESDAY 
dO 
:15 
:30 
:45 
I I :O0 
:15 
:30 
I I l :45 
I I 145 
:30 
The "NerO" 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
J ii 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
I I ,=5 Doctors 
Another 
World 
: 30 Cont'd. 
, : 4S Cont'd. 
L ZZ _I'I [ 
: ~ Movie 
:1., 'Sky 
: 30 Heist' 
: 4s t Cont,d. 
/ ,co.. 
| Cont'd, 
, l Cont',d. 
IIIl I ~ I tclt  d. 
s~heol ~ I 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News-- 
Bob Switzer 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Bob 
Md.,enn 
Show 
Cont'd. 
Edge of 
Night 
Canadian 
Authors 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
Flintstones 
Cont'd. 
Carol 
Burnntt 
10 a.m. to5 p.m. 
:webs~i 
Cont'd. 
What's 
Cooking 
Mad 
Dash 
Definition 
Cunt'd. 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Wake Me 
When 
The War 
Is Over' 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Conjrd. 
Alan 
Hamei 
Show 
Cont'd. 
The Price 
Is Right 
Cont'd. 
Coot'd. 
Electric 
Company 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Making Music 
Self Inoorp. 
Freestyle 
Stories of Amer. 
Explorers Unltd. 
Art Cart 
Roomnastics 
M for Music 
Measure Up 
Environments 
2 Cents Worth 
About You 
Spinning Stories 
Book Look 
Truly Amer. 
Cover-Cover 
Over 
E.asy 
Feeling 
Free 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
daniadown quilts 
Filled with soft grey Goose Down and covered in 
fine Danish Ticking. These quilts are 
cOmparable to the finest quilts available 
in Europe. 
Z z 
z 
Z 
I I  
I I I  
daniadown quilts 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazello Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 636-6576 
Store Hours0 Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-6.30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
;ii 
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3201 Kalum 
TERRAOE DRUGS LTD, 
636-7274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSI F lED RATES SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
LOCAL ONLY: October 1,1978 
20 words or less S2.00 per SisgleCopy 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 RyCerrisr 
cents per word• By Carrier 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. ByMall 
By Mall 
REFUNDS: By Mall 
First Insertion charged for SeniorCitlsen 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 1Rritish Commonwealth and Recreation Cenlre on the 
ad has been set. United Statos of Anlerioa one fourth Friday of every 
year 5S.00. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED OiSPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
Skeena Health Urllt 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
20e by your Health Unit Staff: 
ruth3,00 CHILD HEALTH CON- 
year 33.00 FERENCES. 
3 ruth 15.00 Held weekly at the Health 
6mth25.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
year45.00 1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
year25.00 for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves th,. 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page location. 
RATE: The Herald reserves the 
• 22 cents per agate line. right to revise, edit, classify 
Minimum charge $5.00 per or reject any advertisement 
insertion, and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
T'R ANSI  E NT  AD-  the customer the sum paid 
VERTISING: for the advertisement and 
$3.60 per column inch. box rental. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per llne per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
month from 1:3o • 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
polntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
Those are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3- 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
~ publication day. 
~" CLASSIFIED: 
~2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
• , day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of S5.O0 on all 
~S,~ .~heq,e~ .... . . . . . . . . . . . .  
throughout the year at in- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
Box replies on "Hold" For 4 year old children. 
Instructions not plcked UP'Held on third Monday of 
wlthinl0daysofexpiryofan every month. Develop .• 
advertisement wi l l  be mental, vision, hearing 
destroyed unless mailing' screening done. Please 
instructions are received, phone for appointment. 
Those answering Box PRENATAL BREATHING 
Numbers are requested not & RELAXING EXERCISES 
to send originals of Held every Monday at- 
documents to avoid loss. ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
All claims of errors Iri V.D. CLINIC 
advertisements must be Held every Monday at 3:30 
received by the publisher or by appointment. 
within 30 days after the first SANITATION 
publication. The public health inspectors 
It is agreed by the ad- are now situated In Eby 
vertlser requesting space'. Street. They will be pleased 
that the liability of the to asslst with any sanitation 
Herald in the event of failure problems. 
to publish an advertisement SPEECH AND HEARING 
~. in  the event.of an error. CLINIC 
appearing in the ad- Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
W,~I;)DING 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
~. submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
weddlng and.or engagement 
~.~ pictures. News of weddings 
.~ (write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
: $10.00 charge, with or 
:.without -picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In 
;, .advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
• : Births 
Engagements 
Marriages 
;Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Momori~! Notices 
D E S C RIP.. ~. ver t!sement, as •published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertislng 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
5.50 vertislng that discriminates 
5.50 against any person because 
5.50 of his race, religion, sex, 
5.50 color, nationality, ancestry 
5.50 or place of origin, or because 
y.;: h;= age is between 44 and 65 
5.50 years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
i 
PItONE ~e-6357 
Cio:: iq :~ ,'-tdq~rtlslng Dept. 
~N'G EVENTS 
• ~67~, ,~ 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
M~'  every Tuesday night at 
8 In me Skeena Health Unit. 
For ,.ore Information phone 
635.37~7 or 635.;3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6~-8388 
r 
'Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for. 
September. If you enloY ot 
think you would enioy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ec. 
tlvifles and are between 13-1a 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635-5036 or 
Bev Tasa at 635.7598 
De You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
is help 
Avallablol 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOI..ICS - 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Set. 0':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lekelse Hotel. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
st the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeene Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
. Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
. Drop-In for compenlonshlp 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635-2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good; clean 
clothing, any household 
Ilems, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
63.5-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donallons ot the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m, 
and 3 p,m, Thank you, 
;(nctfn) 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Ales and bazaar will be held 
in Knox. United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tfn) 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635.1503 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m~ 
-- United Church basement, 
Kiilmat. (nc-10.14) 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlcepped are 
.:.,looking for donations of any 
'!: old, broken or used pieces of 
• furniture, sis0 any discarded ~ wood products we could use for recycling or renovating. 
Coil us at 635-2238 between 
::: 8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
~to  make arrangements for 
c, kup. 
KIUmat CentenniaiMuseum 
293 City Centre, Kltin~t 
On Friday, December I, the 
local Annual Adult Art Show 
will open at 4 p.m. at the 
Kitimat Museum. The 
paintings will be on display 
from December I to January 
13. You are cordially invited 
to view the exhibit and -- 
maybe -- chose that special 
Christmas gift. 
Museum Hrs.: 12-5, Fridays 
12-8, closed Sun. & Man. 
(ncB-SD) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Coop, 
December 22 from S p.m. 9 
P.M. All of our friends who 
wish to donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m. (nc50- 
22d) 
MANAGEI~ & SECRETARY 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS 
PARTY 
Once again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Manager and Secretary 
Christmas Party. This gives 
the managers the op- 
portunity to show their 
appreciation to their 
secretaries for the fine work 
and dedicated loyalty 
throughout the year. It is 
also a fine opportunity for 
some firms to have a 
Christmas Staff Party at a 
small cost. 
THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Dec/ 13, 1978 
Th~rfime: 12 Noon to4 p.m. 
The~Place: Terrace Hotel, 
Sl/cens River Room. 
A beautiful and delicious 
buffet dinner will be served, 
in the usual Terrace Hotel 
tradition and featuring 
"Ang le ' s  Spec ia l " .  
Remember our famous 
"Ginhwein" (Hot Wine)? 
Yes, there will be plenty o f  
that. 
Entertainer:  Beautiful 
"Anjell" from Edmonton 
will delight you with her 
songs. 
Price: $8.50 per person, and 
ticketa are available now at 
the Terrace Hotel or phone 
635-2231 for reservations 
soon. 
P.S.: Wives are welcome 
toolll ! (nc13-13D) 
The Terrace Child Minding 
Association will be holding 
their 
MONTHLY MEETING 
Wednesday, Dec. 6,1978- 8 
p.m. 
at the Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
All interested person9 
welcome toattend. (nc6-6D) 
The Terrace-Kit imat 
Forest Public Advisory 
Committee will be presen- 
ting a lecture and discussion 
on logging in the Kitimat 
Valley, Deeemher lZ, at 7:30 
The S~lvation Army will be p.m. at tho Ranger Station in 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea Terrace. All Interested ~ 
and Sale on December 9 people are invited to attend. 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad- A forum on the Kitlmat 
mission $1.00 -- 4637 Welsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9.9n) 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEI) HELP? 
Call Birthright for 
alternative to abortion 
Phone S3z.4602 anytime 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
(ncffn.20n) 
SPECIAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Skeena Valley golf & 
Country Club Society Wed. 
Dee, 8, 8 p.m.. 8kecon Room 
no. z at Terrace Hotel. 
Meeting to discuss funding 
results and purchase of Golf 
Club Property by the Club. 
(~)  
The next meeting of the Mt. 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
Parents Committee is 
Monday, December 4,1978 at 
7:30 p.m. in Room 126 at 
M.E.S.S. All parents are 
welcome.. (nc2.4D) 
ATTENTION: 
A Meeting of the 
TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE 
will be hold on 
Men. Dec. 4 
at 8 p.m. at 
Terrace Little Theatre 
Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(nc2-4D) 
Terrace Art Association 
Picture loan will not be held 
due to Library expansion. 
Anyone wishing to return or 
ranew pictures may bring 
them to the Library 
basement Weclneeday, Dec. 6 
~om 7-9 p.m. (nc4-1D) 
Valley, discussing the pros 
and cons of use for forestry, 
industrial development, 
fisheries, recreation or 
agriculture will be held on 
December 19. If you are 
interested in the fate of the 
valley, please attend. (acT- 
an 12D) 
Thank you to Doctors 
Sherstan, Horner and 
Bomphray and all the nurses 
at the Kilimst Hospital for 
holping me pull through my 
recent illness and major 
surgery. 
Mrs. Sparks 
(o2-SD) 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queansway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Barber 8hop 
New Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.06) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System " 
Specialists 
l l  , ,  Insist on the Best 
PRONE LlS-3t58 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 
(cif) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-1635 
(aj4 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD, 
We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location- Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5838 
WANTED: Band to play for 
New Year's Eve Dance in 
Kitwanga. Accommodations 
provided. Phone 849-5417 ox 
849-5449. (cl0-8D) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635-6357 
(ne-cffn) 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUN~Y 
COLLEGE 
TerraceCentre 
TEMPORARY 
CLERICAL 
ASSISTANTS 
The College has two 
temporary clerical positions 
open immediately for a 
speelai project in its main 
library. Term of em- 
ployment will be two weeks 
commencing December 11, 
1976. Rate of pay will be $6.44 
per hour. Hours of work: 
8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. 
Monday thru Friday. 
DUTIES: Prel iminary 
preparation of library 
catalogue information for 
entry into a computerized 
data base. 
EXPERIENCE & 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Previous library experience 
desirable but not mandatory. 
Applicants hould be able to 
work quickly and precisely 
with a high level of detail and 
be able to write legibly. 
• Applications may be made 
at the College, 533t Mc- 
Connell or at Canada 
Manpower. ~a3-4,5,GD) 
PART TIME help requiRd 
-- Reitmans, Skecua Mall. 
Ask for Mrs. Darrell. 638- 
!375. (c5-8D) 
I 
Four piece chesterfield suite 
and ono maple hutch-huffet. 
In excellent condition. Phone 
635-2691. (pl-4) 
2 Belt~l Snow Tires with 
Dodge rims. Size E78xI4 - $50 
each. 2 snow tires with Chev 
rims. Size 725x15 - $25 each. I
Snow tire for Mustang with 
rim. Size E78 x 14 - $35. I 
Bathroom vanity with green 
sink. (single dour). Size 
20x16 and 34" high- $60. 
Phone 638-8483. (p3-SD) 
1971 Kawasaki. 90 ce. II0 lb. 
weight lifting set - $125. 
Phone 635-5970. (p7.1lD) 
FOR SALE 
Fujlca 705 Camera with 28 
nun wide angle lens and 
case. Only one year old. 
Phone 
635-L~M7 
after 5 p.m. (sff-tfn) 
For Sale: One pair size 9½ 
Knstinger Leather Ski Bouts 
• $20. Oil heater, 35,000 BTU's 
• 115. 500 gallon oil tank & 
stand - 1200. Artificial Scotch 
Pine 6' Christmas tree with 
stand. Xmas lights & 
decorations. Phone 635-9258. 
(ffn-sff) 
Car warmer, World Book 
encyclopedia, reeliner, 
bathroom light fixtures, 
kitchen table & chalrg. 
Phone 635-3885. (If~GD) 
One Polaroid 440 camera 
,complete with case, flash & 
charger. Hittachi 8 track 
record player. 1975 Nova LN. 
All in good condition and 
reasonably priced. 635-5979. 
(cS-GD) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635.3886. (p20-6d) 
Double Beds - -  $49 each. 
Color T.V. (20" RCA) • 
~40. Chrome chairs (new) 
• $28 cach. Dishwasher, llk~ 
new- $390. Adding machlm 
• 140. Ping pong table -$60. 
Phone 
635-7686 
(F6-SD) 
JUST ARRIVED AT 
QUEENSWAY TRADING 
3215 Kalum 
--NEW-- --USED- 
A large Assortment of 
Great Gift Ideas for 
Everyoee 
Dolls - Musical 
Wickerware - 
Rattan Sets 
Planters - 
Brass & C~\'~per 
Jewel Boxt.. 
Remote Control Cats 
Battery Train Sets 
Dart Boards 
Cups & Saucers 
Clocks 
Rockind Chairs 
Coffee Sets 
Fancy Lamp Shades 
Bar Mirrors, 
Y~ooden Kitchevware 
Radios 
Stereo- 8track & 
esssetto combinations 
Angelus Bells 
Wind Chim~ 
2 Way Radios 
Lamps 
• -We Gift Wral~-- 
~ome In and Br,w:se At 
Your Leisure 
Open 6 Days • Week 9:304 
Friday UII 9 
OPEN TILL 9 
ALL XMAS WEEK 
ATTENTION 
CONTRACTORS 
Indmtrinl office trailer for 
rent. 10x40 Travco. Two 
room jobsito office trailer 
Chinook Trailer Sales 
5506 Hwy. 16 West, 
635-2033 
Dealer no. D01113A 
(atf~-17n) 
Will do fruit tree pruning. 
Phone 635-7685 after 5 p.m. 
(nc5-TDsff) 
CARPENTRY-HANDYMAN 
available. Small jobs 
desired. Remodelling, 
cement work, fix-up. For 
information phone 635-3261 
Richard Wllderson. (c5-6) 
Urgently required, ride to 
and from Eurocan. 'D' Shift. 
Will share gas. Phone 638- 
1095. (c5-8D) 
Used Pickup. Must be in 
good mechanical shape. No 
rust. Maximum of $1,200. 
Phone 635-3476. (e3-5D) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to  store 
vehicle. Phone 635-2154 after 
5 p.m. (ffn-sff) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1978, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you S2.00. (nctfn) 
2 bdrm. house for rent - in 
town. Oil heat. Phone 635- 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L. 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace.. 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
635-5011 
63S-4094 
(at~.026) 
" 'MUSTSELL' 
By Builder, one house, new. 
1040 sq. ft. Carpet 
throughout, f i replace 
carport. 5 year new home 
warra~.~'. CMHC approved 
& inspected. For a place you. 
can afford, under $80,000. 
For appointment to view, 
phone Ben Faber Con- 
struction. 
638-7818 
(c20-29D) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom home. 
Close to high school and 
downtown Terrace. 635-3456. 
(IZ-SD) 
'Must Sell' -- leaving 
Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers. 
635.4308. (c15-16d) 
5 ACRES with small home 
on the bench. Price f45,000. 
Phone 635-4453. (eff-m,f) 
Relator 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to1400 ft. areas 
m ~hoice location on Lazelle 
Shoppivg Centre, Terrace, 
BC. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
;, 1978. (clf 
LOTS FOR SALE 
Large lots on Soucte and 
Munroe. Phone 964-4424. 
(ctfn-27N) 
DEALERS WANTED 
CBS JALCO INDUSTRIAL 
TIRE FLUIDS LTD. 
This all new tire balancing 
fluid and tire sealant now 
ready for distribution in 
Western Canada. Interested 
parties- Terrace or KiUmat -
Box 1188, this paper. (p5-7) 
PICTURE 11-118 
Become a Wholesaler of 
Kodak Film, Eveready, 
Polaroid; Westinghouse; 
Keystone Photo Products 
and Developing. Minimum 
Purchase of Product only 
$5305. Call Mr. Collins, Dept. 
R 112 toll-free at 800-621.7725. 
(a4,4,5,18,1gD) 
For Sale: 1973 Nova Hat- 
chback. 1974 Bobcat. Any 
reasonable offer accepted. 
View at 5003 Agar or phone 
638-1678 altarS:30 p.m. (p5- 
7) 
1978 El00 Van. P.S., P.B., 
autom'atie, panelled, in- 
sulated, swivel captain 
chairs. Phone 635-2691. (p1- 
41)) 
For ~ale: 1978 Trams Am TA 
6.6 Special Edition. Auto, 
P,S., P.B., black with gold 
pinstripping. T top and 
many other extras. 635-3462 
aRer 6 p.m. (cS-SD) 
" CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
NEW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
paint with extremely well 
ftnlshed Interiors an(# 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
"USED-  1975 Ford F2S0 
Crew Cab - -  low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contrector. 
moo. 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power. S7000. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass St:.o'n Wagon. 
Slightly c,.~0%ve average 
mileage. Below average 
price. $3500. 
1973 International TravelaU, 
Low mileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $2800. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial fires. S,W00, 
1975 GMC 3/, Ton Camper 
Special Pick-up Truck. 8200 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excollent condition. US00. 
Dealer no. Dl113A. (actf-nl) 
635.2033 
5506 Hwy. 16 W. 
1969 Dodge ½ Ton truck. 
Good condition. $700. Phone 
635-2613. (p3-5D) 
1977 ½ ton Sierra Classic 
GMC pickup. 451 engine, tilt 
steering wheel, cruise 
control. Asking 15,500. Phone 
842-663'/after 5 p.m. (c4.8D) 
19/2 Datsun Pickup. In good 
mechanical order. Phone 
638-8458. (~-~)  
1976 Dodge Station Wagon. 
360 V-8, auto, P.B. Excellent 
condition. Must sell --  $3,500. 
635-2626. (p3-GD) 
I III 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  home s 
f rom as low as $100.0( 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and de l ivered  
t rades  we lcome.  
Phone co l lec t  591 
5105, 
(cff) 
Buying? Selling 
Use 
HERALD 
OLASSIFIEDS 
HELP WANTED 
Experienoed Dining Room Waitress 
Desk Olerk with some bookkeepin| 
knowledge, . 
Union wages 
Apply in person - Lakelse Hotel 
I I I I 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
'Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver.  return. For 
free credit check and approva I please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
I II I TI 
t '( 1 e 
CALL TO 
TENDER 
"THE DISTRICT 
TERRACE would llke to call 
tenders for SNOW 
REMOVAL from the Arena 
and Pool Parking Lots. 
TENDERS #hould be 
forwarded to: ,' 
Parks & Recreation 
Department 
No. 5- 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X6 
' AttonUon: Snow Removal 
and should be received no 
later than 4:30 p.m. on 
Friday, Decem~r 8, 1978. 
a~gD) 
. ' |  
earn c~m ~no,  c, qmv~ 
For Sale by Tender 
4819 Waluh Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C, 
Modern three bedroom 
bungalow with ap 
proximately 1,190 
square feet, Tender 
forms must be obtained 
from the Building 
Manager'sofflee. 
Sealed tender forms will 
be received up to 2 p.m. 
December 21,1978 at the 
.office of the Building 
Manager, British 
Columbia Buildings 
Corporation. 482~ Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C.. 
VgG 1KL Inquiries may 
be directed to Property 
Trarmetim Co- 
ordinotor at 387.3516 in 
Victoria, B.C. 
L.J. MeKlnney, Vice- 
President, Plannlng & 
CHant Services Group. 
Tliehighest or any offer 
will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
i 
"Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Priced to selll Phone 635- 
4(94. (atfn.026) 
formation phone 624-5607. (2- 
5D) 
,'..,, ;., . , , .  . ~.L .  ~ (~ , 
tM6NEY  
Discover British Columbia 
A SECOND CAR?  A T  T H I S  HUB 
It may he chea~r not to 
owu a eei:ond car, even if that by Olga Ruskin 
means renting one occasional- 
ly, concludes a recent study. You don't have t0 be in a group 
With automot ive price to get a free guided tour of the 
hikes and the rising cost of Vancouver Art Gallery. The ser- 
gas, automobile insurance and vice is offered to everyone who is 
maintenance, alternative interested in the gallery whether 
modes of transportation.may one person or 30. 
save money. Accessibility is perhaps the 
keynote to describe the Van- 
~ ~  ~ couver Art Gallery located in the 
heart of downtown Vancouver at 
1145 West Georgia, and them are 
~.~ few municipal galleries in Canada 
that are so close to the centre of 
/ things. 
Attendance has risen 40 per 
cent the past three years, says 
Director Luke Rombout, and 
Vancouver's art gallery has be- 
come a major tourist attraction. 
The average base price of What makes the gallery even 
a 1978 American.made mid- moreaccessibletoeveryoneisthe 
sized car exceeds $4,200 be- fact that you don't have to pay to 
fore popular opt ions  are enter the stimulating, sometimes 
figured in. The annual fixed unusual world of ~ inside. 
expense of owning such This art gallery in Canada's 
a car in $1,392, according to third largest city isthe most active 
the  s tudy ,  wh ich  was 
made by Budget Rent a Car gallery in the nation on the basis 
Corporation. This figure in- that it originates more shows than 
eludes liability, collision and any other. Last year 16 original 
comprehensive insurance; shows were put together and 
license and registration fees; exhibited. 
taxes and depreciation. Inside you'll find regularly 
"~; " changing contemporary and his- 
A typical three-year new torical exhibitions of painting, 
ear loan can add $137 a year sculpture, graphic arts, photo- 
in interest charges. These graphy and video related to na- 
expenses occur whether the tional and intematioanl i terests. 
ear is driven or not. Routine 
operating costs, including as, 
oil and tires, amount o 5.65 
cents per mile, raising total 
auto costs to $1,952 per year;, 
over a 7,5O0-mile year. Other 
costs, such as garage storage, 
would be extra. 
Using Budget Rent a Car's 
average rental, mileage and 
gas rates in 13 national popu- 
lation centers, the atud~; com- 
pared the costs Of owning a 
car and renting one. A.family 
could rent a ear for 65 days 
a year and drive 100 miles 
each day before exceeding 
the annual cost of owning a 
second car. 
For people who occasion- 
EVEN ONE 
GETS A TOUR A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TouRISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
i l l [ ;  I i l l l l  l i t  LU iu§ i [ J  U l l i l~  a~u~l l l ' -  u~ '° 'va ' ' ' e ' "  
tion to the living artist and his 1938. left 17: 
work. So often in the past mcog- watercolors e
nit|on has come to an artist after 1909 to 194: 
his death. Did you know, asks 'permanent c~ 
gallery information officer are her most 
Dorothy Metcalfe, that Van Gogh "Big Raven" 
never sold a painting in his life? of Undergmw 
The most often.asked question as Timber, Be 
at the Vancouver Art Gallery is Starting in Jm 
"Where are the Emily Can"s?" tionofthegall 
because the finest collection of toshowingEn 
ally need a station wagon or 
TWO ski-d0es. Ech on trailer van, renting may make a lot 
for sale. For more in- of sense. These vehicles are 
expensive to maintain and 
they must be driven often to Its walls can't contain it anymore. 
justif~ purc]~sing 
TOWHOM 
IT MAY CONCERN 
Sunset Take-0ut 
I, KAM.LOI KWOK will 
not be responsible for any 
debts or bilk incurred by 
MABEL MORGAN as ~f this 
date, November 28, 1978. 
(e3.4D) 
[$oo##ew,[ 
h".l 
LEncouraging ~ J  
How To  Get  Your  Snowthrower  In  Shape  For  Winter  
Now is about the right 
time to start the snow re- 
moval season. If you have a 
snowthrower, that is. If you 
don't, better get your order 
in immediately. If you do 
have one, these tips can save 
you time, money and un- 
necessary problems. 
Whether your equipment 
is a walk-behind model or a 
riding tractor with a snow- 
thrower attachment, his is 
the time for very important 
preventive maintenance. Au- 
thorities for this advice are 
experts from the Simplicity 
Manufacturing Co., of Port 
Washington, Wisconsin, an 
Allis-Chalmera company and 
a leading manufacturer.of 
lawn, garden, grounds main- 
tenance and snow removal 
equipment. 
If your snowthrower has 
Making Golden. Years Shine 
Old age is a phenomenon 
that is happening to more of 
us all the-t ime: in  1976, 
nearly 23 million Americans 
were over 65; by 1986, ex- 
perts predict, there will be 
nearly 28 million elderly 
Americans. 
Special problems come with 
these later years, but new 
friends, new ideas and new been stored properly, pre- 
experiences are still possible, season preventive mainte- 
These years can be" truly sauce can be done quickly, 
goldenwhen they become the simply and result fu i ly .  
growing years. Here's what should be done, 
according to S impl ic i ty  
engineers. 
1. Check all exposed sur- 
faces for rust. Clean, oil, wax 
or paint as needed. 
2. Check the engine com- 
partment for inroads by 
wildlife. Clean away their 
debris. Check for signs of 
chewing. Repair hers and 
wiring. " 
3. Roll vehicles forward 
II I f l l  
Helping people achieve this 
is .the aim of the Christian 
ministry  of  The Salvation 
Army's services to the aging. 
To do this it developed a 
network of senior citizens 
clubs and drop-ln centers, 
' ehe'arful but moderately 
priced residences, summer 
camps and skilled sympathe- 
tic counselors, It helps people 
cope with the medical, social 
and financial problems of age. 
Trained and concerned coun- 
selors help elderly people 
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• ~.'itk.!: th , .  :,LY, Yankee.~ ÷~"~:'?";."::. .... ." ...':..;.~--~ 
swept  In tour  games ,  the.--';-~;"' 
Cmcmnat~ Reds catcher --- ;.-'_..~ , ~ , ~ . . . ,~-~ [ 
= ~ ' . ' .3  ='~; was howled over in a wild . . . .~ .~/ .~.L . - . . ;~  .... 
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2. ']'hat ~dn~e Series w~:. 
the ca,cur fin,~,l,~ for one o;' 
bascba]l'~ g:e:,W:.t imrnes, ~ 
Hail of Vunu.: ,  Jrtat player 
was (a) Fr~;~kie Fri~,:h (h~ 
Lou Gchrig ¢,~ (~')Johnny 
1 .s Valv.:e.r M,,er: 
a bit to change' pressure on 
tires. If vehicles have  
pneumatic tires, add air as 
needed, 
4. Cheek for loose fas- 
taners; you may have missed 
them in spring. 
6. Check for parts "bor- 
rowed" by such members of 
the family as small boys 
with projects. 
6. Check fuel tank for 
signs of condenastion.Check 
'cylinders for dryness. Fol- 
low the owner's manual and 
. correct hese conditions. 
with health, housing or era- If you take these precan. 
ployment problems, They t ions  w i th  your  snow 
know who to see and where removal machines, advise. 
to go for information on the product experts, you'll 
Social Security and Old Age get more use at less cost 
A~sistance. They can help over a longer period of time 
young and old family mere- than you might have imag. 
ben reach a better under- iced.-In fact, well cared for 
standing of eash other. ' equipment  used only at 
These services given to all intervals should last for 
people enable thousands to decades. 
find fulfillment In their later 
yearn and face the future with This care starts long be- 
security, fore the fall tuneup. Before 
i 
In preparing your walk-behind snowthrower for the 
coming season, move the vehicle (left) to detect bind- 
ing of moving parts or tire problems. Operate all the 
controls for response and ease of movement; 
a snowblower is stored for ties of gum and varnish as 
the  warm months, wise gasol ine evaporate~. How- 
owners tart their preventive 
maintenance. 
A walk-behind snow- 
thrower is a complete  
vehicle, and getting it into 
storage involves both the re. 
moral unit and the power 
unit. Start by a complete 
wash and wipe of the ex- 
posed surfaces and a thor- 
ough brushing out of the 
engine compartment. Get 
everything off surfaces that 
doesn't belong there, such 
as salt and sand on outside 
surfaces and grease and dirt 
buildup in the engine com- 
partment. Clean the belts 
and electrical contact points. 
This cleaning helps in 
preventing deterioration of 
meta l  and rubber and 
in preventing electrical 
malfunction. 
Equally important  is 
preparation for prompt, un- 
complicated startup when 
the snows come again. 
Owners' manuals instruct 
users, before they store 
their walk-behinds for the 
summer, to drain the oil and 
refi l l  the crankcase with 
clean oil. The sparkpluga re 
to be removed and two 
tablespoons of clean oil are 
to be poured into the cyl- 
inder top allowing cylinder 
walls and engine Internals to 
be costed with a clean lu- 
bricant. (Contamination in 
dirty oil corrodes metal,) 
This clean oil will reach all 
exposed internal engine 
areas best if the engine la 
cranked "several revolutions. 
The fuel tank, the manu- 
als say, should be emptied 
bone dry to prevent forma- 
ver, a full tank can be 
stored if a gasoline s~abilizer 
is added. Dealers sell such 
additives. However, you 
can' t  store a walk.behind 
with a full tank in t space- 
saving upended posit;on; the 
fuel will leak out. 
The winding metal snow- 
grabbing surfaces--called 
f l ights - - requ i r t  some 
special attention t~f their 
own in both riding and walk- 
behind snow hlowers. These 
surfaces take a beating 
whose effects can. with care, 
be minimized. 
The pre-storage cleanup 
wil l  disclose spots where 
paint has worn off. These 
need to be touched up with 
paint after any hints of rust 
are removed, or coated with 
clean engine oil. Has the 
equ ipment  worked where 
sand and stones are encoun- 
tered? Check for dents that 
could affect clearances and 
tap them out with a hammer 
before painting, coating 
with car wax, or oiling. 
Have  c learances  been 
changed due to sticks and 
stones jammiitg between 
moving and fixed surfaces? 
If a clearance problem is 
beyond your mechanical 
abilities, let your dealer 
have a look. 
Components also can sus- 
tain dents and bends; family 
cars often are the culprits. 
Very likely, a snowthrower 
attachment for a rider type 
machine will be stored sep- 
arately. The tractor itself 
likely will not be stored be- 
cause tractor users usually 
keep such equipment busy 
all year. 
ship of a ::JeSo~,. Tld~ :,'e.'," 
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A vancouver newspaper . . . . . . . .  | marked the flint year of The 5000 Gillette promax com- I
heralded me opening ot me van- I Gillette Company's sponsor- pact hair dryers. . ] 
couver Art Gallery in 1931 withl . s 
the words "The Art Gallery Jsone 
oftbe community's most valuable . , ........ ' ,~a~.~ 
i 
possessions because itcontributes ' i' 
tO the development of a t'aculty W A N T E I I  ~ 
""~ 'T. ~ :* iSeptember.i 2, ! 
2 of her paintings, 
and drawings from 
2 to the gallery's 
t ollection. Included 
t g significant works: 
/en", "A Rushing Sea 
~o th" and "Scorned 
loved of the Sky". 
anuary, 1979, a par- 
; gallery will be devoted 
g Emily Cart's works on 
without which no city can have 
greatness." The gallery has 
grown since then, but now it 
needs more space, having last 
expanded in 1945. 
Plans are being made t.o house 
the VAG in Vancouver's old 
Courthouse, a move anticipated 
in about hree years, This would 
increase the present exhibition 
space from 108 square metros to 
333 square metres. 
The gallery is open Tuesday to 
Saturday 19 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Friday, 19 a.m. m l0 p.m. and 
Sunday 1-5 p.m. The gallery shop 
is open daily and features repro- 
ductions of Emily Can and Es- 
kimo and Indian art. 
Issues of the | 
Terrace/Kit|mat Daily Herald. I We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace/Kit|mat | 
i Daily Herald Office. 
WANTED 
CARRIERS 
for t h 
2800 Block Hall, Evergreen, 
Kalum, Keefer & Crame: 
Also  
• Hemlock  and Dogwood 
in Thornhill 
636-6367 
? 
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[ ' Dear Abby 
By Abigai l  Van Buren 
© 19711 by ~.2t¢~o TtIb~I.N.Y. Newa,~/n0. the 
DEAR ABBY: I am not a mixe~up teenager. I am a 
22-year-old woman who has seen a lot of life. 
When I was 151 got Involved with a married man and 
ended up with a baby and no hmband. This is a small 
town and the word got around fast. After that I had the 
reputatim o/being easy, and 10 minutes after I was 
with a guy, l had a fight on my hands. (Why is it that 
men think just because a girl has made one mistake 
she has nothing to lose?) 
When I try to explain that I've turned over a now leaf 
they think I'm imttln~ on an act. How is a girl who has 
learned her lesson and changed her ways suppesed to 
act? 
NEW LEAF 
DEAR LEAF: She Is suppeecd to act llke a lady and, 
after she's acted that way cemlstently, she wnl have 
convlneed one and aU that she has changed. 
H she loses the man, she's lucky because she'llknow 
he wasn't lochtsg for n respectable glrl. And, by the 
way, it's easier to live down a past If you change 
pastures. 
DEAR ABBY: I've been going with a married.man 
for nearly five years. I love him and he is like a father 
to my son whose father is dead. 
He says he loves me, can't llve without me, but he's 
trapped in an unhappy marriage (three children) and 
doesn't have the eourage to leave his wife. 
I've tried several times to give him up, but he always 
talks me out of it. 
His wife knows about me and has told him she 
doesn't care what he does as long as he stays married 
to her. 
rm at an age where it seems impossible to meet 
single men, and I desperately want a man of my own. 
Con you help me? 
TIRED OF CHEATING 
DEAR TIRED: If you want a man of your own, say 
good-bye to him. And the sooner the better. 
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is a freshman who's 
away at college. We send her an allowance to cover 
smaller items, but she sends us all her larger bills and 
her father pays them. 
She telephones u  quite often, but she never writes. 
However, she is very prompt about sending us her bills 
which she sends off in an envelope without one personal 
word. It would mean so much ff she just wrote, "love" 
and signed her name. 
I suppose if I were to tell her how hurt her father and 
I are because of her thoughtlasmess, he'd scribble a
little duty note, 10ut if we have to.ask her for it we'd 
rather not have it. 
I suppose this seems petty, but when I saw that 
postscript a  the bottom of your column saying, "you'll 
feel better if you get it off your chest," I bad to write. 
There! I wrote, and got it off my chest. Believe it or 
not, I feel better. Thanks, Abby. 
OFF MY CHEST IN DENVER 
CONFIDENTIAL TO VIRGO IN S.F.: The healing of 
n relatlouship that hae been strained (or broken) can 
be compared with the healing of a broken arm. 
Merely saying that everything is all right and never 
referring to the matter again won't help. It's lthe 
iguering abroken arm, favoring it, and expecting it to 
heal mlracuiously. It won't. It has to he stralghtennd 
out and carefully reset. This is understandably painful, 
but it's necessary because a break which hasn't 
mended properly will never be able to stand much 
pressure, 
Horoscope 
What kInd o~ day will today 
be? To find out what the stars 
say, read the forecast given 
for your birth sign, 
ARIES e ~  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Both friends and lovers 
would love to Join you on a 
trip. Be sure to Include them if 
making plans for travel. 
Social ife is busy. 
TAURUS b..,d r - - - 'w~,  
(Apr. 20 to Mar =)u~ 
You'll have to work hard 
today, hut you can aceempllsh 
much In career and business. 
In the p.m., don't map at a 
loved one. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Advice you receive from a 
partner or a p~vo mate 
leads to better communication 
between you. Watch out for a 
minor health upset. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~. .SF  
FInd out haw much It would 
cost to joIn that health club c~ 
to take that course. Mean- 
while, den't be caught short on 
ready cash in the p.m. 
LEO ~'b .--¢"~ 
<July 23 to Aug 
A perfect day to 
romantic interests, but watch 
out for an unexpected home 
problem which could interfere 
with dating plans tonight. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)W~ 
Except for one nervous 
moment In the nvenin& you 
can accomplish much at work 
and at home. A good day for 
tackling house chores. 
Lmas ~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Save time for creative work 
today, for the artistic among 
you will feel inspired. Local 
visits are marked by pleasant 
exchanges of good will 
SCORPIO 
(oct. 23 to Nov. ~s) m. ,~ 
Domest ic  interests are 
highlighted today, but in 
family get-togethers, resist 
the temptation tobe the center 
of attention. 
SAGrFrARIUS ~¢~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
It 's hard to get your 
thoughts together In the early 
morning, but as the day 
'progresses you become ar- 
ticulate and convincing. 
CAPRICORN W ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Keep financial plans to 
yourself today and all goes 
well. Don't be perturbed at a 
social situation ifa friend asks 
you for a loan. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Your personality goes over 
well with friends and at social 
occasions, but a more con- 
servative demeanor may be 
needed with higher-ups. 
PISCES 
<~eb. 19 to Mar. ~0) '~  
Guard health in the a.m., 
but as the day progresses you 
should feel better and will fare 
best ff you keep your plans to 
yourself. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
loyal, dutiful and more 
traditional than the typical 
Sagittarian. However, don't 
let your conservatism in- 
terfere with satisfying your 
Sagittarian eed for freedom 
and independence. For your 
best success you need mental 
training and a workable 
philsophy of llfe. You can 
succeed in real estate, 
building, music, sculpture, 
teaching, and as a writer of 
hlstorlcal and technical 
subjects. Although a thorough 
worker and a disciplinarian, 
you should always allot suf- 
fident time for play. Bir- 
thdate of Gen. Francisco 
Franco, Spanish government 
head; Thomas Carlyle, British 
man of letters; and Rainer 
Maria Rilke, poet. 
@1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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"If thaYs supposed to improve your looks, it workedl" 
Crossword 
ACROSS 37 Cattle food 2 A book (abbr.) 19 Sense 
I Affirm 40 High, • 3 Compass 29 Energy 
5 -L i l l ie  craggy hill direction 21 Culture 
8 Ancient 41 Geraint's 4 Arkansas medium 
Egyptian wife and 22 Carnival 
12 Cone.bearing 42 Lively Missouri attraction 
trees 47 And others 5 Greek letter 23 Carries 
14 Olive genus (L.) 6 Before 25 Shorten 
15 Raises 
• 16 Close by 
17 Alfonso's 
queen 
18 Exertion 
20 Young of 
various fish 
23 To corner 
24 A shield 
25 Clique 
26 Desk item 
29 Highway 
hostel 
30 Seance 
sound 
Complained 
34 Mtss 
Teasdale 
35 Insects 
36 Snmll 
coin 
48 Large skunk 7 Declared 26 Source 
49 0nly 8 Bestow of oll 
50 Attempt 9 Table spread 27 Merit 
51 Ardor I0 Fleshy fruit 29 Rich source 
DOM~I II Small pastry 31Remunerate 
1 Top pilot 13 Rooters 33 Oar 
Average solution time: 27 rain. 34 Mexican 
blanket 
36 Apple or 
pear 
37 Fixed 
charges 
38 Preposition 
33TV part 
40 Wee 
43 And not 
44 Dancer's 
eymbais 
45 Greek 
11-13 letter 
40 Lair 
By Eugene She//er 
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CRYPT~UIP 11-13 
UI  B JU I ISFS  F DG BM J RSSD 
RUAS FGASM 
Saturday's Cr~lztequlp-- CURIOUS CAVERNS HAVE LONG 
INTRIGUED OLD ARCHEOLOGIST. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: B equals D 
TI~ C~Moqulp Is a simple substltutlen cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, ~ort  words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution Is accomplished by trial and error. 
~-~ 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
MA~.  UP/ PETER PARI<~R J.:i r H~Y, Z'VE 
IBEEN LOOI<IN~ 
I FoR  your  PIP 
.... 'i":.iL I y° ' '  ~"  °~'~J 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
.GURE NO ONE ] NOT! IF ANYTHIN~ 
I~ei,~X, HARRY.' P,P " ~:. 5USPECTS=. J  II.EAKS OUT', IT'LL 
~ ~ ~ ~l .OW TH~ WHOI.~- 
. : I  
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
i 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker  and Johnny Hart 
T# THEE I~IVIEF-A~ II F~4~ .~IY  l THE WIT-#II~P WILl,. 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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DOONESBUR Y By Gary  Trudeau 
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